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enever something is true, good, or beautiful, whether it be art, 
prayer, or thought, it rises. And in rising, it converges with everything 
else that is true, good, or beautiful.. .For a work of art to "rise," it has to 
reveal that the natural world borders on the supernatural. That is the 
way of art: to approach mystery through indirection and metaphor 
- Gregory Wolfe 
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Foremost on my mind is the needfor recognition of the devoted efforts of 
the Parnassus staff and the guidance of our faculty adviser, Professor Satterlee. 
I could easily commit more text to the gratitude I feel toward them than I can 
rightly publish here. Ifeel that each staff member has embarked on a much more 
rewarding journey than simply working on the staff of a literary journal this 
semester. A reigning desire to unify the concepts of art andfaith bore with us and 
encouraged us in forming this year s journal. 
My personal search for some sort of convergence between my faith and 
artistic sensibilities resulted in encounters with myriad influential perspectives. 
Throughout my life, watching the continuous friction between left and right-
swinging views on artistic standards has tended to bring out the reactionary side 
in me, sending me reeling away from whatever Ifeel the collective embraces. 
Each developmental stage has accompanied many such personal pendulum 
swings in which Fm never quite able to find a balance or point of moderation. 
This semester may be the first that Fve truly acknowledged this resistance 
and have tried to make myself aware of its effect on me. Serving as co-editor 
of Parnassus and reading Gregory Wolfe's visionary writings have allowed me 
to develop a stronger aesthetic taste incorporating my faith and evaluating my 
tendency to irrationally oppose the stream. 
Fve discovered only one source for such standards and a more suitable model 
than the likes of those I react against. The ease with which I become disenchant­
ed with human measurements should serve only to propel me more greatly toward 
the ultimate creative spirit. My vision for this publication is that we will reflect a 
purposeful alienation from mundane art forms of mass appeal and, as a result, 
engage in a more fervent search for a balance between art andfaith. 
The work of this year's Parnassus contributors reminds me of the delicacy of 
the artist's responsibility. In all of these submissions, I sense the thread of this 
consciousness weaved into each student's approach to their artistry. My hope 
is not that Parnassus is the end in itself but that it encapsulates a stage of our 
development as conscientious creators glorifying God through our craft. 
- Joe Darling -
Writers. You've seen them walking around in their wool jackets, writing 
sloppily in small black notebooks. Usually they've got a beret somewhere on 
their person, as well as a scarf that they themselves knitted, and a pair of John 
Lennon s glasses. They smoke European cigarettes and drive old Volvos. They 
smell like your grandmother's attic. You know because you've passed them on the 
sidewalk, and that's about as close as you '11 allow yourself to get. They're funny 
people, writers. 
Some are called "poets. " They 're the ones who get a kick out of dead grass 
blowing in the wind, or a puddle, or maybe a leaf. They spend hours staring at 
clouds, and they read the dictionary for fun. They 're always quoting Shakespeare 
out of context, drinking hot tea and listening to Ravi Shankar. 
If you 're not called a "poet, " usually you 're just a "writer. " Writers and poets 
have their differences—it would be reasonable to compare their relationship to 
that of skiers and snowboarders—it is a special animosity that has been handed 
down through centuries. Fiction writers are always experimenting with "point of 
view " when they talk, and most of them refer to themselves in the third person. 
You can usually pick out the ones who write non-fiction due to their raging cyni­
cism and dreadfully self-centered communication skills. They 're always using 
words like "dreadfully. " Editorials are especially dangerous. 
Being a writer doesn't appear to be that exciting—it's a lifestyle that seems to 
be made up of low-fat meals, chess, oldfireplaces, fountain pens and socks with 
holes in them. On particular days it might even involve a bicycle, but you 'dprob­
ably prefer your life as a . After all, it's not like writing matters anymore. 
This is the digital age. 
If you've made it this far down the page andfind my generalizations to be not 
only true but personally satisfying, please read no further. 
This journal contains work done by writers. Poets even. Most of these persons 
have never worn a beret and wouldn't even think about driving a Volvo. They 're 
future doctors, teachers, lawyers, actors, philosophers and evangelists. They sim­
ply realize that words are powerful weapons, especially when paired with Truth. 
That, after all, is the mission of the Christian writer: to boldly bring Truth into 
the world. There s more to say, of course, but I'll let them speak on my behalf. 
- Taylor Birkey -
P a r n a s s u s  
L i t e r a r y  J o u r n a l  
Look at the Face/Kate Garber 
The first police officer on the scene had carefully guided the hysterical grand­
mother out of the house. Even once others had come to look inside, he stayed on 
the lawn with her, listening more than anything else. She said that she had called 
the moment she entered the living room. 
"I had my own key! That's how I got in. She's my daughter - don't you think 
she'd trust me with a key?!" 
"Yes, ma'am, I understand." Thankfully, a gentle officer had arrived first. 
"We just need to sort some things out, that's all." 
Inside the house, officers discussed what all they knew by that point. Chomp­
ing on some peanuts, one asked, "What was this little girl doing here all alone?" 
"Yeah, the grandma said she just got in to drop off some pictures. Isn't that a 
sort of strange situation?" 
They looked through the window again, and watched the first officer as he 
continued trying to calm the woman outside. 
"Don't tell Natia! Her baby - all she ever wanted was a baby. She never let 
me take away her old baby dolls. She was just a little girl who wanted a baby of 
her own to dress and love. And now her one baby—" 
The forensic photographer was kneeling down in the living room next to the 
small and lifeless body lying face-down. He snapped a close-up shot of the red 
droplets on the white carpet next to her head. When he had finished his records 
of the scene as it was upon arrival, the crew began the long process of removing 
the body. The photographer saw the tiny face for the first time. Although it was 
totally indistinguishable, covered with dry blood, he turned to an officer, rubbed 
his fingers up and down the side of his own scrubby face, and said, "What a beau­
tiful little girl." 
When the grandmother was still only a mother, and her daughter, Natia, was 
still basically a child herself, young Natia had left for four years of art school. 
She returned the summer before her senior year with the news she had hoped to 
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bring home soon. The two sat at the kitchen table with hot tea. 
"Mom, he is gorgeous. He was the one that I asked to sit for the portrait I had 
to do last year. I just can't get enough of that face." 
"Well if the real Erwin looks anything like that painting, I'd say he's a keeper." 
She brought the cup up to blow and sip, but paused. "Is he a... respectable kind 
of guy?" 
"Mom, do you think I'd get engaged to a man I didn't find 'respectable,' as 
you put it?" 
"Natia, when this is so quick and we've never even met him, a mother is going 
to get nervous." 
The daughter gulped down as much heat as she could handle. "Just look at the 
picture, Mom. You can't go wrong." 
Two years after this announcement, Natia sat at her own kitchen table with a 
mug of coffee. She pulled down the phone and held it in her lap, trying to control 
her tears, holding back too large of a smile. She took a small sip and rubbed the 
buttons on the phone, holding this solitary joy for one more moment before she 
shared it with others. 
"Mom? It's me." She tapped her finger on the several closest light-gray dots 
on her tablecloth. "Yeah, I know, Mom; it's been a while. I've been painting al­
most non-stop. I have an exhibit on Sunday, you know, and I'm trying to bolster 
the work for my show. We could really use a few sales soon until Erwin's job 
gets settled." She pulled back the hair that was falling in her mug and wiped her 
eye. 
"No, that's not why I called. I just wanted to tell you something." Her voice 
escaped in the shape of a smile. "Yeah, it's good." 
She took the handle of her black mug and lifted it, but she stopped and set it 
down and said, "Mom, I just found out that we're having a baby." 
The tears came quickly, and her face freely livened. "I know! They said it 
couldn't happen, but now they say it will probably even be healthy. And Mom, I 
even have a name for her." 
She placed her palm over the rim of the mug as the steam was trapped below. 
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"No, they can't tell me yet. But I know it will be. Do you want to hear it?" 
She stopped, and then she giggled like the young girl she was, and said, "Okay, 
her name will be Calista. Do you know what that means, Mom?" 
She removed her hand and tapped one of the gray dots several times. 
"It means 'most beautiful.' She's going to be the most beautiful little girl 
ever." The thought seemed to have put her in a trance, for she slowly set down 
the phone, with her mother now calling out on the other end, brought up the mug 
with both hands, sipped, and smiled once more. As though she were still talking 
into the phone, she said, "And I drew a picture of what she might look like. She 
has Erwin's eyes. And his nose. And his mouth." 
Natia stood in the pink room. She had not come in here often since the baby's 
arrival a month before. Her mother had helped a lot, understanding their genetic 
tendency to slight postpartum depression. While Natia had been rather secretive 
during this time about her paintings, which she claimed were very therapeutic, 
she had often asked the new grandmother to bring her the child in the midst of 
an artistic flurry. Natia would sit down on the pale yellow couch as her mother 
brought in the baby, but would keep her eyes on the painting that she had begun. 
The colors would face Natia, as the back of the canvas faced the grandmother 
entering the living room. 
Now she stood on the pink carpet with her back to the pink curtains and her 
face gazing into the pink cradle. Her eyes squinted looking at her baby girl. 
Calista, she whispered. "Mommy's here to visit you." 
The shadows from the pink blanket and part of the bedding covered the baby's 
face. "Are you having a good sleep, Calista?" In fact, Natia knew that she had 
not seen her child clearly since the day she had held her in the hospital. After 
that initial shock, Natia had entered this odd mental phase that they had labeled 
normal for a woman in her family line. Her mother and the mother before her 
had all spent about a month or so out of sorts. 
She reached down slowly into the cradle. Her hand stopped for a moment 
g above the pink lining of the blanket as she tensed her eyes and forehead 
apprehensively. Then her face assumed a new confidence, and she carefully 
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pulled down the covers, first revealing the unusually long forehead, moving past 
the pinched eyes, across the thin, pointed nose, over the awkwardly wide mouth, 
finally bringing into light, once again, the much dented chin. 
All of the muscles in her face loosened as the muscles in her torso and shoul­
ders came tightly together. Natia slowly crumpled down to the floor, landing on 
her knees. Her arm still rested up on the edge of the cradle as her face settled 
into the bend of her elbow. 
Erwin stepped in through the half-opened door. Only Natia's hand stood up 
above the edge of the cradle. 
"Natia?" 
"Oh, Erwin." She stood quickly, and patted the blanket into place without 
looking down. She did not look at his face either but seemed to look past the 
doorway. 
"What are you doing, Natia?" 
"Nothing, really. Just visiting my baby. You know, I haven't really been 
stable lately, and since I told Mom she could go home, I thought I'd do my part, 
and - and..She did not have much of an expression on her face, but the lack of 
substance in her face matched her empty words, and they defined enough. 
Erwin shook his head. "I know, I haven't really been in here much either. I 
mean, it's been pretty busy at the office, and, well, this kid thing isn't much my, 
uh... forte, if you know what I mean. The creating is my thing, not the result." 
He half chuckled, but stopped and rubbed his palms together nervously. "But 
your mother has been helpful." 
She squinted her eyes at something through the doorway. Erwin turned, but 
nothing was there. "Look, I'll just cut straight to it. I was looking at your paint­
ings." Her eyelids loosened and her eyebrows jumped up, but her gaze focused 
even more. Both hands clenched the pink edge of the cradle. 
"What are you doing with those things, Nat? I was like, 'Is that my baby?' It 
didn't really look like her, but kind of. Natia, it was weird, looking at an ador­
able female baby.. .that somehow looked just like me." He rubbed the side of his 
neck. "It's just weird, Natia. Kids grow out of these things, I know. But it's like 
you don't know that." 
She started to walk out, no longer staring, but still looking at neither her husband's 
gorgeous face, nor Calista's hideous one. "I do know, darling. It's just a phase." 
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Natia sat on the silk black sheets revealed from under the red bedspread that 
she had pulled back. Earlier that day, Calista had come home with her annual 
packet of school pictures, this year marking her place in the first grade. 
The Mother held the picture that Calista had cut out specifically for her. 
"This is so you can always remember what 1 look like. Mommy!" Natia had 
taken the picture and, attempting to be subtle, turned it face down while pulling 
it up to the dotted gray tablecloth. She smiled as best as she could, but could not 
force a reply. She had not turned it up yet. Now she held it and looked at the 
back. In a moment of resolve, she quickly flipped it over. 
Natia's face went through several stages. First, her eyes pinched a bit, her 
mouth widened, and her eyebrows lifted up. Then, as though realizing that she 
was creating an expression like that which she then perceived, she quickly shook 
out her head and stared closely at the details with a brow of distress. 
The nose on the paper did not fit, pointing without shape. Her father's strong 
cheekbones and her father's beautiful eyes could not be found. Natia instinctive­
ly pressed and rubbed down on the forehead with the tip of her finger. She began 
to breathe heavily and water came to her eyes. Her upper body shot forward, she 
glanced sideways into the mirror, silently gasping for air, and then slowly looked 
back down onto the photograph. A fit of ineffable rage filled her without finding 
outlet in any expression, while a calm followed that came over her body as she 
laid the picture face down and stood up. She walked across the red carpet and 
picked up her box of paints. 
Next day, Natia stood, tapping her foot rhythmically on the gray tile of the 
chen floor. She wiped the inside of a steel pot and looked out through the win-
at the flower garden in her lawn. She had spent many hours in that garden 
and had created for herself a rather therapeutic view. 
eard a young voice softly sounding from the connecting room. 
But I can t marry you, darling. Wicked step-mother says I must stay 
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locked up, forever." Then a deeper voice from the same small child responded, 
"But you must come with me, beautiful princess. We can break step-mother's 
curse together." 
Natia walked to the doorway, still wiping her pot. She looked at the piano and 
watched Calista's back peripherally. 
"If you really believe we can. I can stay with you forever, then. And you can 
have a beautiful princess to take away with you." 
Natia slunk down into the kitchen chair, set her pot on the table, and began to 
weep softly. She quietly pounded her foot on the tiles. 
Just then, the front door was unlocked and Erwin's shoes scraped on the inside 
rug. Natia sat up, wiped her face quickly with the towel, and returned to the 
dishes. 
He walked toward her and put his hand on her shoulder, turning her towards 
him a bit. Before he could say whatever he had planned, he saw the black below 
her eyes and the red splotches on her face. 
"Natia, you were crying? What's wrong?" 
"Nothing, Erwin, really. Please just go say hi to Cali or something." She still 
looked at the dishes. 
"Not a kiss hello?" He reached his hand to her chin and gently pulled her face 
over towards his. She did not resist, but when her eyes finally reached his face, 
they squeezed together as her nose pinched in disgust. That nose that she saw 
was once so adored. It had not changed, but as she looked at it now, all she could 
see was her baby girl's long, terrible nose superimposed upon his. Her high fore­
head appeared to replace his sturdy brow. In no way could she kiss those now 
seemingly wide and awkward lips. She jerked away and dropped the pot, leaving 
it clanging, the sound ringing loudly against the tiles. In the clamor, she rushed 
back to her room and settled in the black silk, face down into her pillow. 
Erwin came into bed that night, laying next to a tense body that cringed at 
each touch. The woman turned to face the outside of the bed. After one more 
attempt, Erwin also turned to face the outside of the bed. 
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In the middle of the night, a gentle touch of a different sort came to Natia, 
along with a quiet voice saying, "Mommy, I can't sleep." Without thinking, the 
mother opened her eyes, and before her stood the same face that had just been 
filling her nightmares. Natia choked a shriek and jumped out of bed. She ran 
into the bathroom and locked the door. 
Calista put her face into the black silk and began to cry. 
Erwin drove the child to her grandmother's for a few days. Obviously Natia 
was going through some sort of phase, and it would be best to send Calista on a 
"vacation" to Grandma's. Almost immediately, Natia began several paintings, of 
normal scenes, landscapes and flowers, and continued with normal tasks, wiping 
down the gray tiles, washing dishes, and making the bed. Erwin was still spend­
ing many hours at the office. 
The day after the child had gone he came home earlier than normal, as Natia 
was ironing a few of his shirts. He sat down his laptop case heavily on the tiles 
and breathed a tired sigh as he took off his suit jacket. Natia still did not look 
back. Her tasks had been accomplished, but her eyes had not again made their 
way to his face. The image on her daughter's photograph was haunting her, and 
not even incomparable beauty could escape such a mask. 
Tough day: pressure from the boss, people who won't do their jobs. All that 
good stuff." 
Yeah, I can imagine." She continued to iron and did not look up. 
"You know, Natia, I just need to relax a little. That's why I'm home so early, 
actually, I just couldn t take another full evening of it all." He paused and moved 
towards her. Reaching over her shoulder, he set his hand on top of hers that held 
the iron s handle, and his other hand sat on her waist. "You think you could 
help? Her waist moved forward some and she pulled her hand farther from un-
meath his, detaching from a touch that could have soon become more intimate. 
et go and walked to the other side of the ironing board. Looking down on her 
saw hints of the same disgust he had found before she had dropped that 
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pot. 
"Natia -1 don't know what's so wrong with you! It's like all the sudden I 
don't even have a wife any more. I just have this.. .person, who tries to avoid me 
at all costs and who won't even be a mother to my kid! I know. I hear you talking 
to your mother." He jerked out the chair from under the table and fell into the 
seat, elbow on the table, tapping the surface. "She doesn't know why you always 
send your daughter over there. You talk like Calista is your baby doll, just 'cause 
she remembers those dolls of yours. I mean, it's all I ever hear about from her." 
He brought his hand up and rested his temple on his fingers, and gently rubbed. 
Nothing was said for a moment. 
"I'll just tell you now," Erwin said at last, "I wouldn't give one penny whether 
our kid lived with your mother from now on. But you know what I'm sick 
about?" 
He stood up again and glared down into her face. 
"Something happened to you when this baby came along. You know, I didn't 
marry you to wash my dishes or to iron my blasted shirts." He ripped the blue 
one off of the board, crumpled it, and threw it to the floor. Natia just stepped 
back. "And do you know why I bought silk bed sheets for you? I didn't think 
you'd only use them to hide your face in when you cry." Erwin stepped closer 
and pulled up her chin, as he wrapped his arms around her and placed his mouth 
on hers. 
As he had come closer, Natia could not help but see his features. There were 
the genes that unexplainably ruined her baby doll. Baby dress up was not fun 
anymore because she had chosen this man. Although she only saw his beautiful 
face totally distorted with this image that masked him to her eyes, the mother al­
lowed the father to come close, but she lost all strength. She fainted in his arms, 
and in his state of fervor, with pent-up passion, he took advantage of the situa­
tion. 
Calista returned home after two days because the grandmother was having diffi­
culty believing that pleasant circumstances were the reason for so prolonged a visit. 
Erwin was looking for his other gray sock in the deep drawer on a Tuesday 
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morning. He reached down far into the clothing, heading toward Natia's side. 
He felt a piece of paper below her nylons and naturally pulled it out. 
Erwin stayed with the child that afternoon while Natia attended a painting 
demonstration in town. She came home in time to start supper while Calista 
colored, sitting on the living room floor. 
When Natia entered the kitchen and began to take off her watch, she saw Er­
win sitting at the kitchen table, pressing his fingertips onto the grey circles. His 
face was tense. 
Natia walked past him, for not only did his normal features now turn her away, 
this expression frightened her. Silently, she placed her watch on the marble coun­
ter and searched for a pot from a lower cupboard. When she pulled it out, she 
glanced over and saw Erwin's shoes right next to her, and then as she stood, she 
saw his legs, torso, and eventually neck. They all looked tight. One hand was 
behind his back. 
Hello Natia. The false sweetness did not fool her. 
Erwin, she said in an almost pleasant response. 
His voice lost all pretense but dropped to a whisper. "Look, I found the 
ridiculous picture in your drawer." He pulled it from behind his back and set it 
on the counter. She turned the faucet on and began to fill the pot. 
I don t get you, Natia. I just... She's not that ugly." He glanced back and 
saw that Calista had not wandered into the kitchen. 
'Of course not," Natia said as she opened the packet of spaghetti. 
Well, ask anyone and they 11 tell you — it's a little strange when a mother 
starts painting touch-ups on her first grader's school picture." 
After a pause, she poured the spaghetti into the water. 
Natia, you have to boil the water first." 
She calmly turned the knob on the stove. 
"I don't know what's happened to your mind." His voice rose to a normal 
spea ing volume. I don't know what's happened to you. I just know that this 
whole picture thing is not normal, even for an artist" 
She slowly moved to the cupboard and pulled out another pot, returning with-
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out looking back. 
His voice rose again. "You know what? I'm totally sick of this. I'm sick of 
my job of course, for one thing. But didn't we 'need' this kind of money?" 
She poured the tomato sauce into the pot, and she turned the other knob. 
"With a kid, expenses raise, right?" 
Natia still did not respond. 
She stirred the spaghetti, and the water boiled. "Then I can't even come 
home but what do I have? A freak for a wife!" He put the fingers of his left hand 
around her neck and came close to her ear, adding in a chilling whisper, "My 
sheets and my life will not be wasted!" 
He let go and turned. "Calista!" The song the child was humming stopped. 
The boiling supper set the musical backdrop. Natia finally turned as she heard 
his shoes clearly step upon the gray tiles, and she saw him stand in the doorway, 
holding onto the posts, leaning into the living room. "Does Mommy love you, 
Calista?" 
"Erwin, stop it!" Natia managed to screech out as she stepped hesitatingly 
towards the door. 
"Tell Daddy. Does Mommy love you?" 
Calista's eyes pinched tighter and her forehead appeared to lengthen as she 
tightened her eyebrows. "Of course Mommy loves me. Grandma says I'm 
Mommy's little baby doll." 
Erwin's hand clenched the doorpost. "Now Calista, tell me this. Does 
Mommy love Daddy?" 
"Erwin.. .you - " Natia stopped, too weak to continue once she was also look­
ing in at her child. 
Calista had nothing to say. Natia sat down into her gray chair. Understanding 
so little, the baby girl could not respond to her daddy, who talked so viciously. 
Erwin headed purposefully into the living room, picked up the whimpering 
child by the shoulders, and held her at face level. "No, Calista, I'll tell you some­
thing. Mommy doesn't love Daddy. And I'll tell you something else." Natia laid 
her face down on the spotted gray tablecloth. The father fiercely whispered in 
her ear, "Mommy doesn't love Daddy because she hates you." 
Natia heard the crashing and the screaming but did not look up. Her eyes 
needed to see no more pain. 
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An officer came from inside to talk to the gentle officer still on the lawn. He 
took him aside, away from the grandmother, who had not stopped screaming 
about baby dolls. 
"Well, they've found the car. It's in a ditch. Looks like suicide, so I guess we 
have our woman. I mean, we're lacking in motive, but the father can probably 
answer that once we contact him. Neighbors say he's pretty busy at work, so we 
should be able to find him soon." 
"Thanks, my man. This is a tough one. The grandma keeps insisting the 
mother loved nothing more than her baby, but the facts don't really line up, I 
guess. Oh, and she says the mother's a painter.. .or, she was a painter. Maybe 
we'll see something in the art that we find. Art and diaries. Lots of times, those 
things give us just what we need." 
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Merge/Nick Kesler 
A moon half-filled with the color of dreamers is spliced by night's whims. 
The clouds graze their way across the perfect pasture of the sky. 
Rusty edge of sun-side horizon lays a foundation for the calming blue atmo­
sphere. 
A fingernail puncture and pinhole of light break through the dome of fading 
azure. 
The tarnished rim of the range flakes away to match the monotone roof. 
Murky skies melt down and spill 
to fill lakes with mellow wetness. 
A blue heron floats across the plain. 
Its reflection glides not far behind, 
identical on the glassy smooth. 
All flows together in the muddy gloom. 
The calming grey borders on dreary 
where land and liquid collide 
subtle contrast proves a great divide 
yet non-abrasive, never weary. 
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Popeye/Nick Kesler 
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this is a new city/Natasha Kaminsky 
this is two colors of vomit on the way to the grocery store where old women 
and middle aged men pass the late hours in banter over chocolate bars and this 
is where three hundred years of love and death and fire and blood and water and 
ice and snow and brick and paint have made something beautiful rise from the 
empty earth and this is where a hundred babies with dead mothers look blankly 
forever with eyes that never saw through formaldehyde and the distortion of glass 
and years at faces disgusted and confused and this is where the gutters leak in a 
line and ice slides onto the streets in poles and this is where pickpockets have no 
shame and wear colorful aprons pockets stuffed with rubles that didn't belong 
to them a few hours ago and this is where ballet is close to holy and the metro 
almost devours you the way the first ten feet of a sold out show does in July and 
this is where the best little places have unmarked doors that lead down six steps 
and restrooms may or may not have toilet paper and they may or may not have 
toilet seats and this is where art is a word that deserves more letters and walking 
around a corner could easily steal your breath and kick out the legs from all of 
you that feels large and this is where emotions run hard and high and looks are 
thrown like bricks at heads and this is what we came for and this is the sparkle of 
dripping ice in a dark alley and walls fading to papier-mache where poster after 
poster gets glued and this is the smell of pollution killing your brain cells as you 
cross the street and this is the unsmiling face on every body passing on the street 
and the friendly geniality of every saleswoman with honey on paper or a slice 
of pickle on her knife to entice empty hands to be filled and this is me wearing 
pigtails to cover up unwashed hair and me listening to her telling the boys not to 
drink too much in Russian so I wouldn't understand and this is the couple kissing 
loudly at the ballet and that tingle in my lower back when my ear is whispered 
in and this is the way my feet are cold at night and this is the rainbow of colors 
at the market where all cheese is white and grapes hang by wires and fruit is 
perfectly arranged and herbs come in swags and honey creamed and this is where 
Pushkin was trapped into a duel that would take his life because his wife was 
beautiful and this is where I drank champagne and ate caviar between acts of a 
below par dance show inside a palace that was worth the chilling walk—this is 
where every building is a palace or better, this is saint Petersburg, and this is me 
lying in bed unable to breathe and taste and smell and feel and see it all 
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Invisibility/Marc Belcastro 
Just close your eyes and do not be. 
Nothing but you will start to vibrate. 
This is your translucency. 
Now clear your mind completely. 
Be rid of doubt as you oscillate. 
Just close your eyes and do not be. 
The black will form a certain clarity 
As your feeling of senses fluctuate. 
This is your transparency. 
Between the hard real and soft reality 
The mind is confused, body resonates... 
But close your eyes, you will not be. 
Take a breath of the past brevity 
While all that was you undulates 
From some transparency. 
With this done no one will see, 
No mind will be able to create. 
This is invisibility. 
Now close your eyes and do not be... 
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They Were Only Paper/Chris Salzman 
The guy's going to fall in love with the girl; by the end they're both sleeping 
with other people. They still love each other somewhere inside their malevolent 
hearts but the situation is screwed up. He kills her. It's a wicked story, more 
marketable in my opinion than a simple romance. I'll call the girl Constance, or 
Esmeralda. Something archaic. The guy? he'll be: John Commonman. It'll ap­
peal to the everyday person inside all of us. Gold. 
So, John Commonman falls in love with Esmeralda, she falls in love with 
him. That's the first major plot point. 
This is description: Esmeralda's charm was in her eyes. John Commonman 
could not resist them. 
This next bit happens later on: John kills Esmeralda. Brutally too. Those de­
tails will not be given, make them up if you want to. It's not my job to give you 
violent pornography, just a slice of real life. They call it pure and accurate when 
a writer depicts life full of dysfunctionality and murder. 
You ever had two weeks straight where nothing out of the ordinary went on? 
Once the only person I saw for a whole week was the guy at Dunkin Donuts, and 
he was disgruntled beyond repair. That's why people read books, and that's why 
people kill each other. Life just plods on and on unaware of our boredom... 
Anyway, John kills Esmeralda, but not before they had been lovers. And as 
much as John was a passionate lover Esmeralda was a jealous lover. 
Remember: John was a passionate lover, that's why he is capable of murder. 
He just might be psychotically in love with her. Martin Lawrence said that there's 
a thin line between love and hate, later on John will cross it. Esmeralda, she 
couldn't stand that John had to talk to other women, she was the epitome of jeal­
ous. They're already drunk walking that line. 
Esmeralda, she's a bitter character. The kind you dislike immediately. And 
John, perfect hair. All wavy and flowing and whatnot. Even guys as straight 
as John's jawline say, "Yeah he's cute. No I'll admit it, he's cute." at least the 
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ones who are comfortable. John walks in wearing this three piece suit to make 
an appointment with this guy, the guy doesn't matter. He walks into the building 
where Esmeralda works: that matters. She's is the receptionist, she matters too. 
Cute girls are notoriously receptionists. And they meet eyes. And somewhere 
Death Cab for Cutie rocks out softly while our perspective rotates around them. 
Very dramatic. 
Not that I'd be opposed to another band. It's only that Death Cab seems to 
fit, awkwardly depressing but happy at the same time, foreboding. John listens 
to classic rock, and Esmeralda enjoys '80s pop more. Just who they are, okay? 
Details make the characters deep. 
John isn't cynical like me. He understands that things aren't always perfect, 
and he isn't about to assume that everything goes wrong; but when he does, 
watch out! Esmeralda could care less; sitting prettily at the receptionists desk. 
She's still gazing at this beautiful man, trying desperately to not get obviously 
lost in his mellow eyes. 
Blue is too common, if we accepted the average eye color from Hollywood 
we'd all have blue eyes. And thin muscular bodies. Unless we were the funny 
guy, then we could come in as slobby as we wanted, everyone would laugh at our 
jiggling bellies and brown eyes. Being that our hero and heroine are not funny­
men, we can assume the best as far as looks are concerned. 
You want Esmeralda to be African-American: she is. Want John to be six 
feet tall? he is. They're both strikingly attractive, that's all I ask. Personally, I 
wouldn't let anyone uglier than Brad Pitt play John. 
John takes advantage of Esmeralda's weakened swooning state and asks her 
out. Completely against standard protocol for receptionist interaction, how can 
we hate this guy? He's played by Brad Pitt? 
We can t hate him until the end (until the scary murder part). 
So she accepts. They go to fancy restaurant with a French name. And of 
course fall in love. You always fall in love at places like that. 
Last January I took a string of girls to this place called "Tres bein." Classy 
j nt. If you can call a place a classy joint, you know it's good. Anyway, none of 
em fell in love with me. I still stand by the restaurants matchmaking ability 
though. It'll happen one day, you'll see. 
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Esmeralda, she fell in love with John when he smiled at her for the first time 
at the restaurant. His teeth shine white and maybe sparkle just a bit. The place 
was lit with candles, red tablecloths and the waiter wearing a tuxedo. John isn't 
the kind of guy to do things halfway, not his style. That's why when he kills her 
it's so passionately brutal. 
They order, the whole place is as moody as a planned Church Revival. Ev­
erything calculated so that these two will end up sharing a bed tonight to John 
Mayer. It's the first date mind you. Every good Hollywood romance starts with 
that, or ends with it. Most real ones don't, none I've been in. 
The next day, Esmeralda talks to her three best girlfriends about this guy. 
John tells everyone about her, even his secretary, whom John doesn't even know 
loves him. That's a bit of scandal. Scandal keeps a tired plot interesting, this one 
needs interest. You see later, the secretary is the one who convinces him to kill 
Esmeralda. She does it all secretively though. Very sneaky. Very twisted too. 
Some small details: John Commonman would never use an exclamation point, 
he writes very clearly and methodically, no cause for excitement. Esmeralda, 
when she writes notes, puts them at the end of every sentence. She's a seven year 
old, at least grammatically. 
Back to the first night, when John asks her up at the end of the date she ac­
cepts, excitedly with a few exclamation points. I'm going to skip the next part, 
it's too racy, my mother wouldn't want to read it, and you shouldn't either. I've 
always wondered what the writers write at these places. "They go up and ... do 
it"? or do they describe everything? No smut here. 
I'll leave it up to my audience to figure out the details. The murder scene will 
probably be the same way. Esmeralda's death is going to be all on them, I'm not 
telling how it felt to have the knife cleave through her naked chest. Just that he 
stabbed her like fifteen times, or some absurdly large number. 
Afterwards - you know after the 'naughty scene' - John says, "I don't normal­
ly say this. But you're the best thing to happen to me in a while." He's sensitive 
in his cliches. 
She smiles and smiles and then jokingly says, "You are most amiable!" The 
implication is that she reads Jane Austin and likes to make fun of this hobby. 
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Aside from her punctuation choices, she's a decently smart girl. 
He laughs, "Jane Austin. You're as beautiful as you are smart." He gets the 
joke and one ups her compliment. A true gentleman always one-ups the compli­
ment. 
"I think I may love you." Just then Death Cab for Cutie shows up again and 
the our perspective gets hazy as they kiss. 
Esmeralda, two days later, after she's talked to her friends, gets a call from 
John. John's friends told him to wait a few days, "Keep cool man, alright? Let 
her wait a bit. She'll want it more" the guy who says this looks and talks like a 
scumbag, but don't dwell on it too much, he'll be gone in a second forever. 
Hopefully, people will still be with me by now, this is when the story picks up. 
The couple's second date is as magical as the first. Then time passes quickly. 
Here is the first bit of 'wow!' for you... 
John's eyes sparkle with love as he asks Esmeralda to marry him. 
Her eyes sparkle back, like a million milky-ways, when he asks her. And 
breaths out yes like a calming wind from the north. 
It's only been four months and he asked her for her hand, that's a ridiculously 
short period of time. 
We 11 move ahead for those with short attention spans and get to two years 
after the wedding. When the story skips two years, you don't have to explain in 
detail that John started working too much overtime, you can just have a character 
say it. And that Esmeralda doesn't look as good as she used to. She also started 
flirting with other men because she suspects John of cheating on her. More 
intrigue. 
You can start into the future like thanksgiving dinner, completely ignoring the 
work it took to get it on the big family table. I commend other authors, the real 
ones, that can develop a real story without huge jumps in time. If you see one, 
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pat them on the back, they need it. 
The last time John even touched Esmeralda's back was three days ago. She 
remembers. She laments to her friends about how he doesn't show affection to 
her anymore. No love, all work. These lamentations fill in the plot holes with 
dialog. Sneaky. 
Maybe I should make it four years, two seems too fast to deteriorate to that. 
Writer's prerogative I guess. I'll keep it two. Not that John hates her, he just 
doesn't love her anymore. 
One night Esmeralda viciously blames him for that. "You don't love me any­
more, John." 
"Don't say that." Oh boy is he annoyed. 
"You're always at work, you avoid me at home. What is love to you John 
Commonman?" she wants an exclamation point but she has a question mark there 
already, too bad. 
"Look, let's talk about it tomorrow, I'm tired, long day at the office." Their 
marriage is nearing an obvious shambles-stage. 
"Ugh, that's exactly you!" John walks over to sleep on the couch again. This 
is unhealthy for their relationship. 
Esmeralda changed that night, at least to John. She wasn't intrinsically dif­
ferent, just more vocal of her wariness. John began to think more and more of 
a way out. But old love will not be quenched by the slow death of divorce, and 
murder was not yet on his mind. 
Simultaneous to John's thoughts, Esmeralda began to think affair. She was 
certain that John was involved with the bit-character-secretary who is about to 
explode into the story. Truth be told, John and Esmeralda wanted to love each 
other but they were having a hard time. They talked about it once, didn't really 
do much good. And besides, I'm writing this. They stay together. 
That night she went out and did what she suspected him of doing. Rash is 
too light a word, she was malicious. The guy she abuses has a stupid grin on his 
face, and is confused when she collapses crying on him after they're done. It'll 
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be touching and perverse. 
What makes my story different, mine worth reading, is that when John kisses 
the secretary the same night, he cries like Esmeralda. This too will be touching 
and perverse. 
I want to bawl like Esmeralda got to. These people are mine to do with as I 
please and I've been a jerk to them. Now, they are going to get in a fight because 
they both suspect the other, and both know it's true. 
John will slap her. He'll apologize and she'll be stunned, and become quiet. 
Their relationship does not turn abusive, only distant. She finds more and more 
reasons to sleep with other men. Abusing herself is punishing John to her. Deep 
down in their twisted minds they do love each other; deep down they're still 
bound by love like a rubber band, stretched out, about to break, but refusing; 
whatever that means. At least John wants to think they're still as they were. 
Esmeralda thinks differently, she wants to keep him close to hurt him a thousand 
times over for that one slap, it's payback time. 
Just one slap, that's all. I hit him a billion times an hour in my head, forcing 
him to behave as a character should, and he does whatever I want. 
So that night, the night of the slap. They both go out. And find someone else 
to share the starless night with. John his secretary, and Esmeralda some guy in 
some dingy bar. John's secretary gladly accepts him, him and his tears. She 
wickedly starts to whisper grotesque ideas of murder in his mind. She's a sick 
one, and John is just as bad. He listens to her. 
The secretary says "What if she could disappear from your life?" and John in 
his weakened emotional state blinks out that ever-poetic ever-cried solitary tear 
and hugs her tight. But keeps thinking about her proposition. Keeps dwelling on 
it. 
hese characters are gross, sick people in a sick little world. Read the news­
paper, this is a sick little world. The real question to me is: if it wasn't for all 
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these stories would anyone do this to each other? These disgusting crimes of 
passion. And if John never acted on his passions, whose to say the possibility of 
this reality would be available to the public? It's a weird responsibility I have. 
Even though he knows he shouldn't, John starts to think of ways to kill her. 
You can't just leave someone that you are passionately involved with. Our fair 
fellow has crossed over to a calm insanity. Night after night of secrecy with the 
secretary breeds a plan so grand it cannot fail. But we all know that plans like 
this fail, they have to. It's that evil villain complex, he'll blurt it all out at the last 
second. It's over, the hero arrives and stops it all. 
I should have written in a hero. 
If there was a hero, John wouldn't kill Esmeralda, they'd get a divorce and go 
on to have fantastic kids and lives with other people. It's a shame, those future-
rugrats would have been beautiful. 
The secretary's intent is to kill off Esmeralda and start having children with 
John. Poor John, he's running to the wrong arms. 
The secretary says one day "Tonight, tonight is the night." 
"Is it? Why tonight?" John doesn't want it to be. But he hardly can think for 
himself now. 
"Why not?" she smiles diabolically and kisses him. "She thinks you're in 
New York for business. It'd be perfect." He's so far gone it doesn't even matter. 
Too wrapped up in heaps of sin to reach for the light yearning to free him. 
Even as I write I want him to stop putting the knife in the glove compartment, 
and I don't want him to turn the car on, stare blankly at his mistress as he pulls 
out of the driveway. 
Look, he's driving to his house. The way the two planned it, she'd be alone 
and he could do the thing, burn the place down to clean up. Cover up the loose 
trails, she doesn't speak to her family anymore anyway. He's going to try and be 
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the poor woman's Cain. Sick, Sick, Sick. 
So he does it, goes upstairs. Skips the creaky step, and opens the door. She's 
there with another man. Classically, the whole plan goes to hell, where it be­
longs. She screams, the other guy, the one without his pants on, standing naked 
pleading for his life. He gets stabbed first. John screams. Mayhem, total out­
right craziness. So much blood, there's even some on my hands. 
I don't think I would have killed the other guy like John did, but he did. And 
then he did her in too. Seriously, John Commonman had problems. 
After the naked guy, he turns to Esmeralda. 
Don't imagine it, please. It's bad enough already. 
Would it make you feel better if I told you that when John was fifteen he 
killed a dog for fun? or that he embezzled from work? 
He is a communist. 
John is a Nazi. Feel better? 
Would it allow you to let go of Esmeralda if you knew that she had used men 
her whole life? That she had an abortion? She did cocaine a few times in col­
lege. Her sins are greater than yours. 
These details make it easier to stomach the murder. The fact that John enjoyed 
every stab of the knife, felt vindicated and free. It's a shame, one worth crying 
for, but remember they're horrible people. Much worse than you. But me I'm 
guiltier than John. I made him do it. 
The secretary, smoking cigarettes, waits for John to come back. He cleans up, 
lights the house on fire. It's out in the middle of nowhere, everything is gone be­
fore the firefighters get there. John gets a call on his cell-phone later that night. 
Sir, there s no easy way to tell you this... Your wife and someone else died when 
your house burned down last night... I'm sorry." 
John cries, originally it was supposed to be part of the act of the murder, origi-
ally. But John isn t acting. He s a broken lonely man, for real. He hangs up 
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and the secretary holds his head shushing him like a five-year old with a skinned-
knee. What a disturbing picture. 
When John came back from doing the ugly thing, he had clear head. It was 
right, somewhere in his mind it was right. Somewhere in my mind it was right, 
Esmeralda was only paper when her burned her up. It only split her name into 
'Esmer' and 'alda' when he tore through the pages of her life with that knife. 
Sick sick sick. 
So John and the secretary run away together. Not a year later she's done with 
him. The world is done with John Commonman and he's done with himself. So 
he commits suicide. Remember his previous crimes? This is bad too, bloody like 
the others. The secretary dies alone after living a long unhappy life. Bad people 
in a bad world. 
I'll end it here: the narrator looking off in the distance, wondering if things 
could have been different. But they aren't. The narrator, He'll expound on some 
nature imagery, a tree and equate it to our world. He'll say eloquently that the 
tree represents the hate in the world. The sin and anger. That the tree, it has to 
be here, it has to feed off the world because the world wants it there, humanity 
nurtures it. The world wants a reason to end their problems in a neat little way, 
the hate tree flourishes. 
The narrator, He'll say very grandly and somberly "So touching, so perverse." 
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La Mancha/Brennen Milam 
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Sonnet for My Deceased Spanish Grandmother/£n'c Rivera 
Someday I'll visit a sleeping saint 
lifeless under tired, withered grass. 
I'll enter through a tipping gate 
of painted metal, warmed from rays the sun has cast 
Beside towering buildings I'll find her bed 
and stand in a surrounding scene 
of sounds seeking to disturb the dead 
inside a city's cemetery, inside a garden of withered green 
I'll imagine the old woman walking 
beyond the boundaries of her borough 
carting groceries and with Mary talking 
short gray hair, her navy blue dress flowing 
And when I leave I'll hope to know 
That sleeping saints rest more soundly at home. 
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Jesus Drafts Two Parables//^/;// Soen 
Eulsamen humin kai ouk orchesasthe, 
Ethrenesamenn kai ouk ekospasthe. 
(We played the flute for you and you did not dance 
We did a dirge for you and you did not mourn) 
Jesus smiles and asks, "To what shall I compare this generation? 
You are like a branch growing out of a fig tree 
A branch before harvest bearing only green leaves; 
A young tendril budding with base desire; 
Awaiting sweetness with youthful passion; 
Or maybe you are over ripened fruit fallen from branches; 
Shaken off by the wind; 
Waiting to be bruised by men's feet, 
Or broken by children's teeth?" 
Jesus shakes his head, scratches his chin, and then says: 
"No neither of these alternatives work because-
You do not honor your father and mother, neglecting them by calling it "sacri­
fice." 
For, at least, the young admit to passion over praise, desire over duty, and lust 
over love. 
At the very least, the youth risk without naming "the righteous life." 
For old-age finds the god while forgetting, and wisdom while regretting. 
You would rather remember and regret, 
You wouldn't want rest in Wisdom's arms, your head upon her chest 
Lest you nuzzle her neck and from her bosom find nourishment and rest. 
No, you do not feed from her root. 
Your branch is a tender toddler shoot, 
Who, like little children, run around in the street 
Until calluses numb the bottoms of your feet; 
Shouting to one another through sore throats with hoarse voices; 
Beating on camel skin drums making loud noises, 
'You dummies forgot to dance and prance, though a song was being sung; 
You dolts did not moan or groan, though a dirge was being done!"' 
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The Theft of the Golden Chain/Andy Long 
Tyrone—for all who traversed those grey and intimidating halls knew him 
simply as Tyrone—cast a hulking, angry shadow when the sun streaked through 
the large windows that served as walls on the far side of the building. The fact 
that he only needed one name to be distinguished from all the other students 
should convey Tyrone's status in the halls of Belzer Middle School. It wasn't that 
people didn't know his last name; it was that they didn't need to know it. Like 
Madonna or Bono before him, Tyrone's impressive notoriety among his peers and 
contemporaries made it possible for him to be addressed by this rather uncom­
plicated moniker. However, these two syllables struck more fear and respect 
into most of the student population than two other quite dreaded syllables—"pop 
quiz." 
Tyrone lived his life by one philosophy: "be bout it, bout it." Those not famil­
iar with this phrase need only a description of Tyrone to understand its meaning. 
A black teen of 13 years old, Tyrone stood around average height, sported the 
scraggily beginnings of a goatee—a feat that impressed most of his classmates 
who could come nowhere close to achieving this type of accomplishment, loose 
baggy clothing of very dark and foreboding color schemes, multiple gold chains 
and a large tattoo of a lion dancing on a flaming mountain on his left arm. I must 
admit that while I was never able to verify the existence of Tyrone's tattoo, learn­
ing that he never had one would be like learning that Davy Crockett had never 
killed a bear when he was only three. Tyrone's very image reeked of toughness, 
but it was his unwavering stance on the allowance, or lack thereof, of "disses" 
that made Tyrone really "bout it, bout it." For three years running, Tyrone was 
kicked out of Belzer for violating the 3 Strikes policy. This policy stated that if 
a student were involved in three physical altercations in one single school year, 
expulsion would soon follow. I don't know how Tyrone continued to be in my 
same grade year after uncompleted year. Perhaps he took a lot of summer school. 
Whatever the case, the student body at Belzer Middle School regarded Tyrone 
warily. 
Seeing Tyrone walk through the crowed hallways between class periods re­
minded me of the Bible story where Moses led the Israelites across the Red Sea. 
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Just as the waves parted for the patriarch, so did the students of Belzer Middle 
School part for Tyrone. Fighting the great mass of bodies jamming the hallways 
between classes was, for most students, a very unpleasant task. Students bumped 
and thumped, pushed and shoved, and occasionally knocked down other students 
in their hurried rush to get to class on time. I even heard that a tiny sixth grader 
was once trampled to death on his way to lunch. However, while most students 
dreaded these hallway walks, Tyrone was untroubled. When he walked to class, 
frightened students would literally throw themselves out of his way. Groups 
of eighth graders, the top dwellers of middle school hierarchy who normally 
clogged the hallways as they stood talking with one another, would stop mid-sen­
tence, split their group in two, and ease back against the two walls of the hallway 
leaving a clear path for Tyrone to walk through. Smaller students would scram­
ble from his path like startled rabbits. I remember one time I threw my books 
down against my locker under the pretext of "dropping them" so I could quickly 
dash to the side of the hallway and pick them up as Tyrone strolled on through. 
According to popular and normally reliable gossip, which raced wildly to 
every hidden place of the school and back just as Dante imagined, Tyrone had 
and would continue to "throw down" at any given moment. Everyone knew that 
Tyrone had no fear of administrative authority and would do anything he wanted 
to do. That included pummeling anyone rash enough to give him an awkward 
eye. No one disrespected or "dissed" him. If someone did, Tyrone would fight 
him—immediately. Any other person who held such a reputation would surely 
have been crowned king by his frightened student body just as the Communist 
nations I learned about in eighth grade social studies held so fast to Castro and 
Stalin. But Tyrone had one unique circumstance marring his otherwise very 
striking record—he had never won a fight. Each year he was expelled for fight­
ing three times, which totals at least nine documented fights, none of which he 
won. Tyrone held the very dubious position of being the most "bout it, bout it" 
person in the entire school, perhaps even the township, ready to throw down at 
the drop of a hat, but he was also probably the worst fighter the school system 
had ever seen. 
On this particular afternoon, a friend from Tyrone's neighborhood informed 
me that Tyrone had robbed Little Scotty Nelson of a gold chain. A crime of such 
great offense could hardly go unchecked. Those in the know watched Little Scot-
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ty Nelson closely during the lunch hour in hopes of seeing some retaliatory ac­
tion. Little Scotty Nelson did not disappoint. After exiting the lunch line with a 
hard plastic tray full of essential vitamins and nutrients, he sat down at his table. 
Under the inconspicuous watch of several pairs of eyes, Little Scotty Nelson, 
a tiny black kid about half the size of Tyrone, began the methodical process of 
removing all food from his lunch tray. A curious action for sure, one could only 
assume that he was preparing to eat his lunch in an unhurried fashion from his 
table. His de-traying, as it would appear, would have probably gone unnoticed by 
all the other students in the cafeteria that afternoon had it not been for insider in­
formation like the kind I possessed. My eyes were glued to Little Scotty Nelson 
as I strained in my seat to keep him in view from across the cafeteria. 
With the empty tray dangling loosely from his gangly arm, Little Scotty 
Nelson stood and walked confidently with grave, solemn strides to Tyrone's 
lunch table. This action drew the attention of many more pairs of eyes. By this 
time, Rumor had spread her seed throughout the entire school and all seemed to 
know about the theft of the golden chain. You didn't have to be a member of the 
Mathletes to put two and two together and figure that something crazy was about 
to go down. 
Little Scotty Nelson stopped as he reached Tyrone's table. Standing quietly 
for a few seconds, as if to steady himself for the monumental statement he uttered 
next, he then spoke in his high-pitched voice. 
"Give me back my necklace, punk!" 
Without even so much as the slightest contemplation or hint of hesitation, 
Tyrone leapt from his chair as if stung by some unseen bee. Ferdinand the Bull 
sprang up no quicker. This was Tyrone at his finest, at his most "bout it, bout 
it." Without even thinking who had insulted him, he was up on his feet ready to 
rumble. This is why even though he possessed a winning percentage of .000 thus 
far in his middle school fighting career, the vast majority of the student body still 
respected him. At times like these, he truly seemed to have no fear of anyone. 
Fearlessness in a man is always revered. Unfortunately, it doesn't always win 
fights. 
I cannot help but think that Tyrone's heart leapt for joy just as fast as he 
himself leapt from his chair when he saw Little Scotty Nelson ready to brawl 
with him. Little Scotty Nelson's nickname was as accurate as it was funny. He 
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weighed nearly 90 pounds, and at least 35% of that weight rested atop his skinny 
neck. If Tyrone could beat anyone, surely he could beat Little Scotty Nelson. He 
must have thought to himself in the brief seconds before the altercation began, 
"Finally, after all the trials and tribulations I have been through. Finally, here is a 
fight that I can win. Finally, here is my chance at sweet redemption. Yes, here is 
redemption." 
Before Tyrone could grasp this redemption in his fingers, it was denied him 
by a heavy plastic lunch tray. Little Scotty Nelson was no fool. He understood 
his position better than the average student would have assumed. He realized that 
Tyrone outweighed him and was much stronger. He probably realized more than 
most that even though Tyrone had yet to win a fight he was still as dangerous as 
a coiled cobra. (Perhaps a better analogy would be more dangerous than a goat. 
Goats aren't known for killing too many people, but it happens, and when it does 
happen you don't want to be the person who gets killed. Similarly, even though 
Tyrone hadn't ever beaten anyone, Little Scotty Nelson didn't want to be the kid 
who ended the notorious streak.) Knowing all this, Little Scotty Nelson fully 
intended to take every advantage, fair or unfair, he could in order to retrieve his 
stolen golden chain. 
As Tyrone's bent knees propelled him upwards with shooting force, before 
he had even stood completely up, Little Scotty Nelson grasped the lunch tray 
long ways by placing a hand on each end, raised it to his chest, gathered in his 
elbows in anticipation of the blow and then smashed the tray full into Tyrone's 
face. Tyrone dropped dazed into his chair. With Tyrone's counter attack stalled, 
Little Scotty Nelson quickly capitalized and struck the final blow. He flipped the 
tray in his hands so that he held it like a bat with both hands on one end. Before 
Tyrone could rise again, Little Scotty Nelson swung the tray at Tyrone's head as 
if it were a ball on a tee. I was never much for baseball, but I didn't need to be a 
tee-ball All-Star to understand that the tray hit Tyrone with remarkable force. In 
fact, the force was so great the tray shattered into three pieces. A thousand pairs 
of wide eyes followed the pieces of the plastic tray as they slid across the cafete­
ria floor. 
Tyrone slumped to the floor in a semiconscious haze, bleeding profusely from 
his eyebrow. As he lay there barely moving, Little Scotty Nelson strode over 
to his fallen foe, leaned over his swelling face and yanked off the golden chain 
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around Tyrone's neck. Tyrone's state at the time left him without the ability to 
even intelligibly communicate his displeasure at being hit in the face and robbed 
of the chain he had rightfully stolen. He just lay on the floor staring up at the 
world above him. Little Scotty Nelson hurried of in the midst of the growing 
brouhaha erupting in response to the events just witnessed. With redemption so 
close to his grasp, it must have been heart breaking, not to mention exceedingly 
painful, for Tyrone to watch it—with his remaining good eye—scurry away. 
The first fight is always a memorable experience. Most often the action trans­
piring within the actual physical altercation is pathetically forgettable; however, 
it is the rush of adrenaline and the strange feeling of accomplishment after it is 
all over that is remembered long after the other details are forgotten. The rising 
anger and flaring temper if insults flew before fists, or the quick, surprising shock 
of feeling another man's knuckles strike your cheek if the blow was unexpect­
ed—either one will leave an impression. It is not important who won or lost, 
although the winner will have a few fleeting moments of glory, but in the long 
run it ultimately is the experience of fighting that changes a man. The knowl­
edge that one can use his fists to defend himself—whether successfully or not is 
another matter—is magically self-assuring. 
Perhaps a few bruises will remain for a couple days; the black and purple of a 
swollen eye might last a few days longer, but the physical attributes of a man do 
not change. It is his inside, his persona, which undergoes the radical metamor­
phosis. He is no longer a boy—he is a man. This may sound barbarous or echo 
the ideology of the falsely romantic Wild West, but it is true. Something changes 
in a man after he has taken blows to the face and continued on his way. An inner 
confidence resides somewhere deep in the folds and chambers of a man's mind, 
a constant companion in times of trouble. A man enters into such a joint venture 
and leaves changed, if only minutely, forever. 
Not to say that most men seek out trouble after such an occurrence. For the 
most part, they don't hunt down fights in bars and pubs in order to exercise their 
newfound inner power. But it is there, sitting tucked away in one's memory until 
a time when it is needed, and when that time comes he is able to say, "I have 
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done this before; I have experienced and lived." Seeing it in person or on televi­
sion, reading a report or listening to a friend describe such an altercation will not 
adequately take the place of experiencing the event first hand. Such is true in all 
matters of life; it is no different here. 
So now I ask myself is it better to be like Tyrone and go through life ready and 
brave but a grand loser or to shy away from conflict? Is it better to embrace the 
challenge no matter how daunting or to play the cautious and seek an alternative 
route? Tyrone lost his chain that day, but he remained supremely "bout it, bout 
it." To the best of my knowledge, Tyrone never won a single fight. However, he 
remained true to himself like few men I have ever known. That is why I speak 
of him now. His deeds were less than heroic, less than spectacular, certainly less 
than the stuff legends are made of, but his stalwart stance in life was nevertheless 
unchanging. His will—remarkable. He stands challenging all those who remem­
ber his name. He asks, "Will you fight or will you cower?" 
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Bottomless PupilsIJared Bane 
I see fewer things in half-light 
than in perfect darkness. 
The moment when all the lights are cut, 
before my eyes adjust -
in this there is profundity. 
Like Lawrence's Blind Man, 
temporarily, I feel a robust intimacy 
that daylight casts as distance -
sets the world in side-view mirrors. 
I walk around with my eyes shut, 
bumping into things as if to bring them close. 
The effect is diminished - the darkness imperfect, 
as if my eyelids block the spell. 
Maybe when that last light's snuffed, 
and my eyes gape open like bear traps, 
I feel the last few imperceptible photons 
escaping down my bottomless pupils. 
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To Sell a LemonI Amanda Rohland 
The fallahin farmer, from 
the fertile land irrigated by the Nile 
in the outskirts of Alexandria, 
drives through the busy streets 
on his rickety donkey cart 
wearing his striped, dusty galabayah, 
and worn, plastic ship-ships, 
crying "Le-moon! Le-moon!" 
His voice mingles harshly with 
the other city noises: trams braking 
on metal tracks, car homs honking 
at chattering school children 
walking on the roads, women shouting 
at the dousha caused by barking dogs 
that disturb napping babies; sounds 
of life in a city on the Egyptian coast. 
The farmer competes with his braying 
donkey, to gain the attention of the 
housewives waiting expectantly, 
for the bright-yellow fruit rocking 
roughly, back and forth, on the rope 
springs of his creaking cart: 
he-haw, he-haw, le-moon, le-moon, 
he-haw, le-moon guinea wa nos. 
The bitter fruit fills the air 
with its distinct fragrance 
long after the clip-clop-clip-clop 
of the /e-moon-carrying cart 
has echoed through the streets— 
those concrete ravines 
between Alexandria's buildings. 
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Gift Poem/Elizabeth Boltz 
We've been warned, 
my classmates and I, 
against unidentified pronouns 
in our poems, 
so let me announce you: 
You are Jeremy, Boyfriend, 
and you live one hour away 
in Indianapolis 
with a woman who looks like Jodie Foster. 
We have also been warned, 
my classmates and I, 
against overused words 
and phrases, 
So let me make my confessions: 
I think I you. 
I think I you, too. 
You my , 
and I will you. 
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Elevator/Rachael Cusack 
One time 
A long time ago 
There were just a hundred people 
On earth. 
And if they met 
They would say hello 
And grin happily 
Having happened to see each other, 
But now I just stare at the back of your suit. 
And wish my button would light up sooner, 
Maybe even before yours does. 
I don't stop walking past the woman 
Curled on the sidewalk, 
And she wouldn't stop walking past me. 
What number did we reach that made me not care? 
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Reflections on Motherhoody'Meredith Burns 
I became a mother six months ago. People joked that I really became a 
mother nine months previous to that, but sometimes I didn't feel like it. Some­
times during my pregnancy I felt more like the person who I was in high school. 
The one with acne who wasn't in the "in" crowd, but who wasn't exactly in the 
"out" crowd. The one who sometimes felt deeply self-assured and at other times 
seemed lost in the thought of worthlessness. The only thing I had going for me 
was intellect, which still paled in comparison to Alison, the girl whom I sat 
next to in homeroom who never got a B. I settled for my first boyfriend in high 
school. I just couldn't believe that anyone would like me. He wasn't even like 
me. I don't know that I ever carried on a deep spiritual conversation with him. 
Sometimes my deepest longing was to be liked—by everyone. 
And so I think, that person is having a baby? That sixteen year old is going 
to be a mother? They say that your spirit always feels younger than your body. 
That's what I felt. I was 21, but I couldn't help photographing myself as the six­
teen year old. You look in the mirror, and that's who you see. 
You don't see the married 21-year-old woman who has a courageous husband 
and a life full of hopes ahead. I can't look past the same face to see a different 
person. You don't see how the winter seasons of life have disinfected you of the 
instable doubts of youth. Some days I can't see the tulip finally blooming where 
it's planted. I revert back to who I was in high school. 
I remember what I heard. A woman should be devoted to her career, enjoy 
children at a distance and avoid men. Equality means doing what men do—only 
better. Did the media say it? Did my teachers say it? Did my friends' moms say 
it? Did my own mother live it? Did I conceive it? I don't know. I am only left 
with impressions and shadows of ideas. Perhaps they are my own naive, stereo­
typed perceptions or my own self-abuse. 
Because when he was in my womb, in those first nine months that I was a 
mother, I couldn't fully love the child that grew closer and nearer everyday. Dif­
ferent voices along the way told me not to. Somewhere, someone once told me 
that my career was supposed to come first because dreams were made of voca­
tion. But dreams aren't corporeal. I will never have another human so close to 
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my body, everyday fighting and kicking themselves into moment-by-moment 
remembrance. Every movement startling my drifting thoughts back to him. 
I was scared. How would I spend my time everyday at home with a baby? Is 
it possible to subsist on a child? Time, I thought, would seem static. How would 
the days be purposeful? Would rocking my baby to sleep four times a day bring 
fulfillment in the deepest part of my spirit? When I met the essential needs of 
this child I was supposed receive deep satisfaction in my daily life. I have never 
lived my life like this. I live for eliminating. Getting things done, on my list. 
Movement, always, movement. That check next to "grocery store" can make me 
feel more vital than peacefully sleeping with his soundless breathing sweeping 
over my face. 
We decided to find out the "he" so that I could be deliberate in connecting my 
emotions to this child. I didn't even know who he was. It is not in my nature to 
love a stranger. I didn't know what his hands looked like, if his middle toe would 
be crooked like my husbands, what things made him laugh, what his eyes would 
look like when he got tired, what things made him cry. The instinctual motherly 
love seemed beyond my intellect's grasp. How would I learn who he was in time 
to love him well? 
My body began coaching me. It seemed to lead the way into this unknown 
female territory of motherhood. Fatigue slowed my life down. I just wasn't able 
to accomplish everything I wanted to do each Saturday. My legs ached; my back 
ached. And so, sometimes I would just sit in our over-stuffed chair with my feet 
on the ottoman looking almost eye-level at my obtrusive belly. He was staring 
me in the face in those quiet moments. He made me look at him, think about 
him. Think about how to love him. Question who he was. Question who I was. 
Decide that this was special, that he was special. That stillness and simplicity 
were valuable. That the nature of the body was reality, more than all of the slow­
ly fading accomplishments of my memory. This person would always stand be­
fore me, in my heart, not as an accomplishment but as a relationship. I saw a gig­
gling 2-year-old child running around outside in the fall; I believed in the thought 
of love in little hands wrapping around my neck to stabilize body and emotions. 
Then it went deeper. I worried about his first day in kindergarten. Would the 
kids be nice to him? And what about those moments of hurt that I wouldn't be 
able to comfort—his first heartbreak, the dejection of an unaccomplished favorite 
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activity, the first friend to part ways, the words coming from my mouth that could 
deplete his soul. Would I be able to ask my child for forgiveness? 
My back started hurting, I got a phone call that my grandmother died, and 
then he was here. "Died" through the telephone triggered a determination in me 
to completely focus on the most physical experience of my life, promising myself 
grief later. Strength of mind and body was my only option. The body makes its 
own decisions during that time. Mine decided that it would only work from 1:00 
pm to 5:27 pm. 
The pain comes in waves, each time with a stronger force breaking over your 
body. They felt controllable at first, but after the first hour I barely breathed 
before I was sucked under again. The muscles in my abdomen surrounding my 
uterus climbed mountains in the screen of the monitor and then leisurely de­
scended. Eventually at the peaks, I was forcing everything in me downward. I 
was fighting back. I was no longer a motionless receiver of what my body was 
doing. I was joining with it putting all of my energy into birth. Immediately his 
body was transferred onto my bare chest. They wrapped both of us with warm 
blankets. In the video, all I said was, "my son!" This was our first meeting. 
I knew what I was supposed to be feeling, but I wasn't sure that I was feeling 
those things. Expectations victimize true joy. If I wasn't feeling absolutely in 
love with this child, with that same emotion that I felt for my husband, then my 
mind told me that I must not be a normal mother. The nurse and my friends who 
had supported me during labor couldn't hold him long enough or look at him 
long enough or tell me how lovable he was long enough. Why couldn't I give 
my complete everything for this child like they seemed to? My emotions were 
giving a lot—maybe infatuation—but not all. I was apprehensive of giving my 
dreams to this 8 lb. newborn. I was apprehensive of making my dreams this 21 
in. newborn. 
I looked a little gray after losing so much blood; for 20 minutes my body 
shook uncontrollably. I felt frigidly cold. I remember feeling tired but ready 
to keep pushing my will and my energy levels to whatever extreme I needed in 
order to care for this little one. I couldn't let him sleep in his basinet that night. 
Every breath he took a little too deeply forced my senses to awaken. And so, he 
slept on my chest. We breathed together. Whenever he shifted position, I fol­
lowed his lead. Then we both fell back into contented slumber. We both slept 
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like we had for the last nine months, so close to each other. The crashing energy 
of the day turned into a rhythmic, gentle peace in the night. 
The next day he looked so different. He had my husband's forehead and my skin 
tones. His full lips mirrored mine. He cried when he was hungry and slept in our 
arms all day. And we took him home. 
I don't vividly remember the first 6 weeks. I remember sleeping with him 
though, and comforting him when he breastfed, and being the provider of that 
comfort. Our cuddled bodies sat in the rocking chair moving in that gentle 
rhythm for greater parts of the day. I pushed aside thoughts of purpose for a 
while. But, after all of the movement and all of the visiting people, the purpose 
apparition stood before me glaring in those quiet alone moments in the rocking 
chair. Sound emotions were so hard to come by in those first few months that I 
would simply stare away from its questioning gaze daily. 
One day, when deep sleep had come the previous night, I had the strength to 
look up and to look in. I locked my eyes onto the ghost who had followed me 
around my apartment for the last 6 weeks, realizing that she was actually my 
shadow. Because purpose was my own battle; it was a part of me. It seemed 
external because I only listened to those exterior postulations on women's roles. 
I had internalized a peripheral ideology of motherhood. I heard the extremes and 
decided to stick with the middle ground and give enough love, but not too much 
love. There were boundaries of myself. I wouldn't be anti-modern feminist, and I 
wouldn't care only for housewifery. Extremes and stereotypes seem easier to fit 
yourself into than reality or true personhood. I told myself that I either needed 
to look like that stereotyped feminist or consume my life with children's activi­
ties, laundry, and cooking. 
Some days, I thought "perhaps I could be somewhere in the middle," living 
life in a neutral zone—never too extreme. Halfway-believing what the feminists 
said about me, and halfway believing humanity's history. Living between oppos­
ing forces may appear to define yourself as neutral, but in reality neutrality is full 
of choice and energy and discarding and adopting pieces of life. I was choos­
ing an easy, well-trodden path which required its journeyers to keep their voices 
quiet. I was torn between the values associated with women on both sides. The 
feminists that I had heard said I was valuable for who I was—when I was using 
who I was in the "world." The other voice said I was valuable only as a mother— 
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worthless if I went outside the home. I couldn't figure it out, so I guessed both 
philosophies were extreme but right. I would just never really advocate one over 
the other, like many of the female peers that I met at church or school. Medioc­
rity chooses itself. Passion for life is killed in comfortable places. 
Mediocrity lacks. I wanted fulfillment. I found that I hated the person, or 
myself, who had planted the romanticized idea of work and lists and activities 
bringing deeper fulfillment than relationships. I believed in purpose in actions, 
but not above purpose in this beauty revealing so much truth in peaceful sleep. 
What if I didn't have to believe all of the propaganda both sides were throw­
ing at me? What if I could pick thoughts from both extremes—create my own 
individual? Instead of the middle ground on the horizontal line between the two, 
I would create a triangle, a third dimension. This is what I know. 
My feminist developed through paying attention to my body as it created 
life. It was the most clearly female experience I have ever understood among 
my wanderings through the voices screaming their claims to understanding the 
feminine. My personhood also included continuing my college career after he 
was born. Being a full-time mother and a full-time intellectual. They don't work 
separately in my life—they are motherhood. Developing in both spheres creates 
the woman in me. Development comes in seasons, sometimes both are growing 
in a winter, sometimes the intellectual will be sharpened in his first school year, 
and in another spring season I become a growing mother again. 
During this present season, I want to love beyond myself—to still love when 
he dislikes me, or when I dislike him. Conditionless love. Love that allows his 
living to change my living simply because God had connected our lives. Love 
that will move beyond fears of appearance or those fears of a purpose that I did 
not remember choosing, but that I was given for change in myself, myself as a 
female. 
Love doesn't just appear in the delivery room as my nurse pushed me to 
believe. Maybe infatuation does, but I've never completely fallen for infatuation. 
Sleeping next to each other, that's love. Looking at his hands, that's love. Smil­
ing at each other, that's love. In 7 months, laughing together, that's love. Love 
builds. Relationship. 
I sit by myself and hear my own voice saying that life is not lived for me, but 
through me. Living is accomplishment through relationship guarded by thinking. 
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That's valuable. And when I live that way, life seems to bring more energy, more 
beauty, more God, more extremes. I can subsist on his jabbering. Meditating 
on his sleeping brings peace. Telling him I'm sorry for getting impatient lives 
reconciliation. His life expands my worldview—makes me self-aware, awakens 
my thoughts, makes me conscious of my dreams and ideals. I am active, not pas­
sive about my intellect because of him. And the fulfillment in this purpose that I 
mocked and questioned stretches my soul towards faith that my future life will be 
guided by the same Love and Life that has brought motherhood on me. 
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Perichoresis/Aaron Harrison 
At twilight 
He takes her hand. 
Her hand is soft 
Like the sound of her dress. 
Her dress that brushes 
The golden wooden dance floor. 
The dance floor on which they glide 
Making room for each other in turn. 
In turn they turn and sway 
Swayed by the rhythm and the sound. 
The sound is the Spirit 
And the Spirit leads them. 
Divine are the steps of their dance. 
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A Haiku on the IllusoryIMarc Belcastro 
A Haiku on the Illusory 
Orange of our star 
At sunset shows us that 
Even great power rests. 
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ResidencyA/oe Ringenberg 
I'm from Indiana now baby 
so let your hair grow long 
and take off your shoes 
we'll burn cedar in the fire 
and watch the stars come out 
we can get by like this 
Autumn blew the leaves off the trees 
when we hid in the com 
and her days got shorter 
when we slept in the woods 
See I'm from Indiana now 
and I'm a pawn 
as far as your smiles are concerned 
but I survive on the country breeze 
and clear rivers 
and kaleidoscope leaves 
Summer fell asleep next to the fire 
and we hid deep in our sleeping bags 
when we wake up it will be too cold 
but the embers will still be glowing 
your sweatshirt will smell like smoke for weeks 
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Se\iWsi/Elizabeth Boltz 
I remember cobblestone and crucifixes, salads with canned corn, and cold 
showers after dark. I remember the green umbrellas across the street and five 
floors down. The river was several blocks down the street and to the left -1 loved 
the purple trees on our side of the bridge. 
Nostalgia for such an inconsequential month seems misplaced - shouldn't I 
long for the green mountains of Nepal or the hot pavement of Calcutta? Those 
loves been shoved aside by a very rude Seville, an old star demanding the spot­
light. I indulge her. I give her room to strut through my memory and make her 
point. 
Yes, Sevilla, you were beautiful. 
I sat on a beach in jeans and a red sweater, watching Africa. A new friend sat 
down on the same rock and we wrote a song together. Sometimes I sing it, but 
always quietly. No one needs to invade the memory of those of us who added 
verses as we walked home. Spain was about secrets. 
I stood on the sidewalk with my brother. There was a taxi, and I was leav­
ing. We had spent these past three weeks together. Once we found the midnight 
theatre, we rarely came home before three in the morning. The summer had been 
a test. We proved to the world that we could get along. Who would have thought 
that the reigning champions of adolescent bickering would come to be such 
friends as the two of us? Spain was about our friendship. 
Long walks to school were harder when suffering a sunburn, but a conve­
nience store along the way served as a resting spot. I kept track of everything 
I ate and loved best the days that I had ice cream bars. Full days were the best 
days. 
Simplicity in sentimentality -1 could live forever on these memories. 
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Sevilla/Brennen Milam 
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Cursed EarthIJarrod Smith 
A whisper, like a chilled spine 
talked and spoke of sweeter vines. 
Drawn in by its pleasant tone, 
yet chilled straight through down to the bone. 
It spoke of wonders great and small -
just eat this fruit; you'll have it all. 
This one catch was whispered nigh -
eat this fruit - you will not die. 
What comes to pass will be so grand; 
above the earth and God you'll stand, 
with power, glory, no submission -
surely sin is superstition. 
Of the fruit we now partake; 
the Lord our God we now forsake. 
Alas, through powerful, righteous hand, 
we now are cursed upon this land. 
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A Long Dying//oe/ Looper 
In the waning light 
you were not yourself, 
more a part of the room of machines 
which had annexed you. 
Your face cast shadows 
I had never seen, 
and could not know. 
Nonetheless, 
this stale hour of evening 
has to relieved you and I 
of a prolonged 
inconvenience. 





But these fountains 
of memory 
are filling 
with rotted leaves 
and lost coins. 
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Memorabilia/Jarec/ Bane 
With the 2nd overall pick in the NBA draft, the Hornets selected 18-year 
old Walter Daniels. Following the examples of other basketball success stories 
such as Kevin Garnett, Kobe Bryant and Lebron James, he had decided to enter 
the draft directly out of high school. So far the gambit was paying off. Thanks 
to prominent representation in rap videos, replicas of his New Orleans number 
twelve jersey were flying off the shelves. He already had a shoe contract worth 
$60 million and an endorsement deal with Gatorade. 
At the present moment, he also had a mob of kids clamoring for an autograph. 
Though his team lost, he'd scored 26 points, dished 10 assists and tallied 12 
rebounds — a triple double. This was an impressive feat for any player, let alone 
a teenager. He signed as many cards, souvenir balls, and programs as he could. 
Before being whisked away by team officials, he took off his jersey and tossed it 
into the children's midst. The ten-year- old boy who finally took possession of it 
grinned from ear to ear and held the prize up as he turned back to his grandmoth­
er who was standing close by, but removed from the swarming young fans. 
"I got Walter Daniels' jersey, Granny!" the boy cried. 
"Ooh, baby, put that away. He's done sweat in it and all. I'll wash it when we 
get home," Granny said. 
The boy protested, "No, Grandma! You got to keep it like it is!" 
Grandma was about to scold the child for talking back when a voice inter­
rupted. "He's right. You wash it, you could damage it - washing depreciates the 
value." 
The grandmother turned in the direction of the voice to see that it belonged to 
a tall, impeccably dressed man. His suit was more expensive than the car she'd 
later have trouble locating in the parking garage, though she had no way of know­
ing this. 
"Huh," the boy's grandmother said, "It don't have no value. A sweaty old 
shirt like that." To her grandson, she added, "It's too big for you anyhow, baby. 
Come along now." 
The man stepped in front of Grandma, blocking her exit. "I'll give you a 
thousand dollars for it." 
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The grandmother stared at him from behind thick glasses, mouth agape. 
"Mister, if you'd pay that much for some shirt, I pity you." 
The man took his checkbook from his coat pocket. "What's your name, dear? 
Shall I make the check out to you?" 
Walter Daniels' cellular phone rang after one a.m. He had gone back to the 
hotel to get some sleep. With no victory to celebrate, his teammates all went out 
to toast his triple double. When he refused, they decided to go out and celebrate 
anyhow - without him. The adrenaline of competition was preventing him from 
falling asleep. On the television, "SportsCenter" was on its third go-round. He 
answered the phone. 
"Walt Deez - it's Dennis. I got your jersey from tonight. I'm gonna make 
it the main display piece in my store. I'm not even about to try to sell this," the 
voice on the other end said. 
"Dennis?" Walter recognized his high school teammate's voice. In the few 
months between graduation, the draft, and the pre-season, he'd forgotten that 
name - Walt Deez. It was a truncation of his old nickname, 'Walt Disney,' that 
only Dennis used. 
Hitting 'mute' on the TV remote, Walter collected his thoughts. He recalled 
throwing his jersey to a crowd of young boys. "You mean to tell me you ripped it 
off one of them little kids?" He laughed. "That's cold. That's crazy. You know 
I'll give you a game jersey any time you want one." 
"This was your first triple double - this one was different. I gave his grandma 
a G for it. Everybody's happy. All your stuff is flying off the shelves. Every 
day, I swear someone wants to know if I got some more Walter Daniels rookie 
cards. I can't keep anything with your name on it in stock. I'm like, 'Check this 
out - Lebron James' sweat band, signed;' they're all like, 'Naw naw...we want 
Daniels!"' 
Walter laughed. He knew his friend was exaggerating the demand, but some­
thing about the whole conversation made him uncomfortable. Part of being an 
NBA player these days is marketing yourself he had been told, and he tried to 
believe it was all just part of the game. 
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Still, he hated to be thought of as a commodity. He changed the subject, "Hey, 
come kick it with me at the All Star game next month. I didn't make the team, 
but...you know. I've got Kobe Bryant and Ray Allen to contend with at the two 
guard. I'll be in the dunk contest though." 
Dennis seemed pleased with the offer. "Are you serious? Do you know what 
kind of deals I could make with all those cats at All Star Weekend? I'm gonna 
meet Magic Johnson!" 
Four years ago, Walter was fourteen years old, a freshman in high school, 
and Dennis was eighteen, a senior. Walter's presence immediately improved 
their high school team's rank in their conference. Once-sparsely-attended games 
became gala events. Legendary college coaches came to see him play hoping 
he'd attend their schools when the time came. The college coaches would later 
be replaced by NBA scouts, team reps and occasionally head coaches, but in the 
meantime people came just to see him play. To see him split a double-team, drive 
to the hoop and draw the foul, or with a simple head movement make his defend­
er lunge one way only to throw a behind-the-back pass in the opposite direction 
was to see a young master ply his trade. 
The slam-dunk, however, was his specialty. He could jump up, tuck the ball 
under his leg, turn 180 degrees in the air and bring the ball back around for the 
jam. His leaping ability gave him the freedom to do as he pleased with the ball. 
One day, after a summer pickup game, Dennis asked him what his secret was. 
Was there a leg workout that only he knew about? A special diet proven to add 
inches to your vertical leap? 
"Seriously," Dennis said, "I've seen guys who do nothing but work out on 
their legs, and they don't have hop like you." 
Walt smiled sheepishly. "You're not gonna believe this. But it comes from 
here." He slapped Dennis' stomach. "You could do squats till your quads burn 
out. I'm convinced it's all in the abdominals." 
Dennis laughed. "Don't clown me, man. That's like sayin' your car goes fast 
'cause it's got leather seats." 
Walter wasn't laughing. He suddenly looked like he was somewhere else. "I 
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don't know. I can't prove anything, but...it's like there's a star right here." He 
touched his hand to his own stomach this time, gently. "It always rises when I 
need it." 
Dennis stared back at him. 
"I only get about twenty-eight inches off the ground really 'jumping' - for the 
rest of it, I feel...lifted." 
"Fine," Dennis said, throwing up his hands in a mock display of defeat, "Fine. 
Hold out on me...it'11 be your little secret." 
At All Star Weekend, Walter Daniels won the slam-dunk contest with ease. 
He garnered a perfect score of 50 for his patented between-the-legs reverse jam. 
Two of his New Orleans teammates had been selected for the All Star team and 
cheered his performance from the sidelines. 
Meanwhile, Dennis was doing well for himself. He managed to procure a 
pair of Fred Jones' shoes, which the Indiana guard was happy to sign. Den­
nis fulfilled his dream of meeting Magic Johnson and then some. Magic gladly 
autographed a ball and expressed interest in seeing Dennis' sports memorabilia. 
Magic, the former Michigan State Spartan, wanted to get his hands on what Den­
nis had described as a jersey signed by Willie Thrower, a fellow Spartan and the 
first black NFL quarterback. Dennis was in possession of no such item, but it had 
given him the icebreaker with Magic he so desperately needed. 
Sunday, the two old friends watched East versus West from Walter's front row 
seats. Dennis enjoyed being a VIP, but saw that there was also a downside to his 
friend's high profile. Walter was drinking a cherry Coca-Cola. During a break in 
the action, his agent kneeled down next to his seat. 
"What do you think you're doing, drinking that? I'm trying to make you the 
new face of Sierra Mist," his agent scolded. 
"What? I don't drink that." Walter gave his agent a dismissive wave. 
The agent thrust a plastic bottle of the clear beverage into Walter's hand. 
"Look - Sierra Mist is a Pepsi product. During the game, that camera is going to 
be on you for reaction shots after the real show-stopping dunks. You're the dunk 
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champ, right? Well this is what you get for it - you'd better be drinking from this 
bottle when that camera hits you. This thing is worth a few more million in the 
bank." He slouched away, dialing his phone. He added, "Don't blow it!" over his 
shoulder. 
Walter shook his head, aggravated, then handed his cherry Coke to Dennis. 
"You want the rest of this?" 
With his team jockeying for a playoff berth, and Dennis spending most of his 
time on the phone or on the road, feverishly seeking a Willie Thrower jersey to 
show Magic Johnson, the former teammates didn't speak much over the next few 
months. 
Walter's team secured their playoff spot, upset Phoenix in the first round, won 
an exhausting seven game series with Sacramento and now faced the Dallas Mav­
ericks in the Western Conference finals. 
The Mavericks had won three in a row and were now going for the sweep on 
the Hornets' home court. Dennis decided he had to be present at this game. 
It was mid-way through the fourth quarter of the neck-and-neck game when 
a shot tossed up as the shot clock expired bounced off the rim at an awkward 
angle. Dallas forward Dirk Nowitzki's body was fully extended in an attempt to 
preserve control after his teammate's wayward shot. The Hornets' two big post 
players jumped up to tip the ball away from his outstretched hand. The impact 
of their combined weights slammed into him, crashing Nowitzki's lanky frame 
to the floor. The referee, whistle in mouth, shrugged complacently at the Dallas 
players' vehement cries for a foul. 
During the commotion, a Hornet came up with the ball and sent it flying to 
mid-court where Walter Daniels was already sprinting toward the opposite goal. 
He caught the ball on the first bounce, and with a sideways glance saw that every­
one else on the floor had been slower to react - this was a fast break. 
Walter's mind raced. He thought he felt himself jump from the three-point 
line and sail straight through the stadium ceiling into the stratosphere. He 
could hear coaches from all his years of playing basketball shouting in his 
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ears. His head was spinning, and the crowd seemed to be receding into the 
distance. The red numbers of a twenty-four -second clock were counting down 
- 24...23...22...21...His father picked him up and held him close to the rim. His 
tiny arms dunked the ball. His father let go and left him hanging from the rim. It 
seemed so large - he couldn't get a grip. His hands couldn't hang on any longer. 
He thought he was falling through a bottomless darkness, but it was so thick and 
impenetrable that he may have been motionless. 
The crowd inhaled a collective gasp then fell silent. At first players scrambled 
for the ball, but the referee blew the whistle to stop play. It looked as if rookie of 
the year Walter Daniels had tripped just inside the three-point line, but he wasn't 
getting up. He looked to be unconscious, but he soon came to. He stood up 
groggily as team trainers helped him back to the locker room. It appeared as if he 
was alright, though the team doctor would not let him come back in and play that 
night. The rest of the game played out in an eerie, surreal quiet. The Hornets 
didn't seem to be able to recover from the strange occurrence, and the Mavericks 
coasted on their first-half lead to victory. Both teams seemed to be playing in a 
daze. Each step, dribble, and shot was taken as if too much exertion might cause 
them all to fall down. 
Within a year, Walter Daniels was dead at the age of twenty. His collapse 
during the playoffs signaled the onset of Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, or Lou 
Gehrig's disease. He announced his retirement midway through the summer off­
season. Before he lost his ability to speak, Dennis visited him. Walter's parents, 
who had moved into their son's recently bought home in order to take care of 
him, took Dennis aside. 
"Dennis...we want you to have some of Walter's things. Some of his trophies 
and other things from junior high and high school," Walter's father said gravely. 
"It's too much," his mother said, fighting back tears. "We wanted to get rid of 
some of it. I feel terrible...God blessed Walter with so much, why would He take 
it all away like this?" she said, breaking down. 
"You're giving..." Dennis started. 
Walter's father comforted his wife. "We are so proud of our son," he choked. 
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"We're proud of him. We don't need these things to remind us we are proud. 
We'll always be." 
Dennis didn't know what to say. He wanted to decline, but he simply said, 
"Thank you." 
Walter lay in bed watching a college basketball game. His eyes moved to 
Dennis as he entered the room, but his head remained still. 
"Deez," Dennis said quietly, "You parents said..." 
"I know," Walter interrupted. "You're gonna make a fortune off me." His 
speech was already beginning to slur. 
"Walt, I don't want it. Tell them I..." Dennis began, but Walter wasn't 
through. 
"I'm glad somebody's going to make good off this. Do you know how many 
people bought season tickets to see me play? You know, I'd rather make you 
rich than some team owners. They look sad in the papers and say what a loss it 
is 'Not just for our team, but for basketball...' They don't care. Those crackers 
wanted me to sit up in the owners' box with them, like I'm already dead, stuffed, 
and on display. They wouldn't let me be on the sidelines with my teammates." 
Dennis had no choice. He accepted the cargo from Walter's parents. After the 
funeral, he transported it all back to his store. In the back room where he usually 
kept his overstock, he hung the jersey from Walter's first triple double game. It 
had been prominently displayed in his front window with no price attached to it. 
When asked, he would simply say, "Make me an offer." He was now glad no one 
had ever offered the figure he had in his head. To its left he hung Walter's junior 
high jersey, to its right his high school uniform. On a table beneath them, he ar­
ranged his AAU awards and his dunk contest trophy. 
In the first few months following Walter's death, Dennis was inundated with 
calls. His usual customers knew that he and Walter were friends, and dealers 
from all over the country were seeking prices for any personal items with which 
Dennis might be willing to part. To each one, Dennis' answer was the same 
- "There's nothing, I have nothing to sell." 
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The Sinking of the TXt&rndElaine Friedberg 
It was like the last scene 
of any great romance; 
men and women dancing slowly, held close in each other's arms 
as light dripped from candles set up along the rail 
and everyone silver-soaked in stars. 
Children stood, wide-eyed, allowed for once 
to stay up past their bedtimes. 
Like Christmas, or a holiday, 
this midnight celebration cracked the darkness of the hour. 
Sleep will come later. 
The band took up a hymn 
and the music washed over us all, 
a blessing, a baptism. 
No women now, the dancing stopped, 
we all drew closer in. 
Side by side, eyes wide and bright, 
I stood with the other men. 
We squared our shoulders 
and filled our lungs. 
Never have I felt so alive, 
drenched as I was with the salt-filled air. 
It's like a dream, tonight. 
The music's lingered, a solitary flute 
singing us a lullaby. 
The sea shines like purple glass 
as my foot shatters the waves. 
The party's almost over, 
my legs are tired, 
and fathoms to go before I sleep. 
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Grandpere's Cellar/ZsWc Moore 
The musty smell of age-old wood drifts to me 
as I walk amidst the barrels of Grandpere's cellar. 
The floorboards creak above and the soft, morning light trickles through. 
Grandpere lights a candle, illuminating the rows of barrels 
stacked in the icy, dark cellar. 
His gentle voice pours out puffs of smoke into the chill. 
The best wine, he whispers, is put into the cellar and forgotten. 
Years later you remember it and come to find it lonely, dusty, and ripe. 
Slowly he leads me further in, his hand rough and vast over mine. 
Calloused and broken from years of grape-picking in the vineyards. 
In the darkness, sounds distill from Grandpere's grey, bearded mouth as 
he reads the names carved into each aged, wooden cask, 
Names I can never pronounce quite right: 
Merlot... Pinot Noir... 
Next week the sky will be steely, threatening as tall men in black coats 
take him away; his aged wooden casket bearing his name along the base. 
They will lay him in the earth and heap the rich, dark, vineyard soil atop him. 
As the prayer is whispered in Latin by the priest, 
the bold, steady tones will reminisce Grandpere's as he worked... 
Cabernet... Sauvignon... 
After the funeral I will descend one last time in the dimness of Grandpere's cel­
lar. 
I will walk slowly, quietly as if trying not to disturb the air 
and in the shadows, remember him... 
His eyes, deep, brown, full like glasses of dark wine. 
His laugh, low, free, and flowing with unending mirth. 
And his words will echo in the stillness... 
Lonely, dusty, and ripe. 
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Untitled! Caellyn Ever son 
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(room 308)/Natasha Kaminsky 
you kiss me so loudly I can't hear grace calling from tomorrow shaking its chains 
at me shackles of truth I forge myself in memory and I'm wincing tomorrow but 
its just a sigh today while I believe every touch and repeat the loud cheap story 
into your mouth it's a story like love like a grocery store paperback and its good 
for starting a fire this is fire inside my head and its smoke out my nose and you 
are beautiful and I can see your eyes in the dark if they're open and its so loud 
between the sheets and the ceiling with your kisses that a hundred screaming 
voices can't make me notice oh you are so sweet this afternoon but I'm wincing 
tomorrow and chains aren't the weight I like against me 
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Past I Love You's or 477 Words of Discord/io/m Bundick 
The orangutan stared at the crazy eyed toucan while he bleated rather mundanely 
to the opossum who didn't so much care until the plane crashed down in the 
mountains and the survivors ate the bones of the deceased as they forwent the 
meat for fear of becoming a Chinese menu of political incorrection in the eyes of 
the giant eating marching machine that was the mechanization of Oceania who 
was calling her native born sons to fight their brothers from the same and the 
different on the alliance front of intestine eating bread that was a great symptom 
of the Judas who was the priest that claimed to own the keys to David's Heaven's 
Gate but that's the wrong name with the wrong mother of invention of poser beat 
rhythmic dying in bleeding piles of mad mushroom eruption of the space probes 
laughing and digesting and yakking and digesting and yakking and digesting and 
the continual process of Green mother eating Cesar's day of lust and envy in the 
salt mines of marble along the starry realm of poetic prose screeching to a halt 
due to the envious screaming laughter in the pocket of harmony seeking the oily 
flesh of the Isaiahic cries about the magnificent hope of resurrection of home 
from the coffee mug that the core of empty space of a red clarinet flame blocked 
out of AIDS flawed experiment to rid Paris of the demagogue of the empirical 
dame of misfortune lustfully eyeing the integrity of night crying screamers for the 
bat eyes of paradoxical lies in the high rise hope of basement love and steaming 
the raiser with vapors of glue to stars of the emigrational hate of the one I loved 
and back swimming with Darwin's pet who shallowly explained to the paint­
ing by Picasso who pink is blue is the dying sign of that fallen pollen spread in 
winters lull yakking and killing and yakking and killing and yakking and lulling 
in the fields of Laos but on the lunar plain is found the true Pax Romana with the 
resurrected Christ correcting the fallen Kerouac who began to love of Microsoft's 
pre natal murders of the ugly daughter of bad theology spoken by an ignorant 
boy of the woolen fleece of the desert all while complementing that apparent for 
pen and ink mad of real amphibian skin while look and bleeding and yakking and 
bleeding and yakking and bleeding and yakking and bleeding and yakking and 
bleeding on Sari's gray wedding dress until Abram realizes the boat of navigation 
is the schooner of murdering the poser of number lily through thorough underage 
breaking and the cruise cake that was washed by the flaw of her arms beating and 
yakking and beating and yakking and beating and yakking and beating and beat­
ing and beating 
-I love you is the Toucan's Past Cry-
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Rose of RedlEric Rivera 
as a boy on Endicott st 
rows of red 
brick twin houses 
the image echoed 
across a one way street 
evening lights illuminating 




once a guardian 
now only a beacon 
which calls my memory 
to lie beneath its branches 
and 
feel the prickle 
of a night 
that will never 
fall again 
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The Flight and the Fall/Elaine Friedberg 
Autumn is such a vibrant time. It is as if the year knows that it is drawing to a 
close, so it throws itself a going-away party with a grand fireworks finale of color 
and sound. Strange, to think that dying things are so beautiful—the burnt-out 
leaves that slip away from the grasp of skeletal branches, the crunch of dead grass 
underneath my feet, even the warm southern wind that wanders past my cheek 
and then turns back to follow the path of the migrating birds—almost as if the 
transience of things is what makes them so valuable. 
Is this true? Does seeing the end in the distance make the present more 
meaningful? I have memories, stories, images from my childhood that I have 
picked up and stored away through the years—how many more would there be if 
I had only been aware of them? If I had told myself, Remember this. Remember 
the feel of this coat, this tree branch. Would I have paused, ten years old, in my 
front yard to memorize the faces of my neighbors? Would I have stood back and 
watched myself get picked captain of the soccer team and named the fastest girl 
in school? Would I remember the way that my first crush tied his shoes? 
I read Annie Dillard a lot in the fall. Once, at a flea market, I bought a copy 
of An American Childhood that just about fits into my back pocket. I take it with 
me on walks or to class, pull it out once in a while, and read a chapter or two. In 
the prologue, Dillard writes, "Children ten years old wake up and find themselves 
here, discover themselves to have been here all along; is this sad?...I discovered 
myself and the world, and forgot them, and discovered them again." This initial 
discovery, this sudden burst of self-consciousness, has to have been overwhelm­
ing, but I don't remember it at all. I don't know when I sat back for the first time, 
startled, and said to myself, This is it. This is what being alive is like. I am me. 
Whenever I read that passage in An American Childhood, I wonder what it would 
be like to re-experience the birth of awareness in the mind of a child. 
October, 1992. I am in fifth grade and my dad and I are flying kites in the 
empty park near my house in Virginia. The air is chilly but the sun warms us 
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as we spread our kites out on the ground to check for rips. It is not just the 
wind that makes my cheeks tingle and redden; I am excited at the prospect of an 
entire afternoon alone with my dad, whom I usually have to share with my older 
brother, and the crispness of the day sends a thrill through me—not only is it my 
birthday month, but there is Halloween and pumpkin carving, and the rush of 
winter holidays just around the corner. 
Dad and I run our hands over the kites. Mine is a cheap Delta from the hard­
ware store three blocks down the street, its red face and yellow tail remind me 
of the Indian corn hanging from our door. Dad's kite, though, comes in its own 
nylon bag; it is a fancy trick kite from North Carolina, its tangle of strings and 
open-box frame a mystery to my clumsy fingers. Only dad is able to fly that kite; 
every time he passes the double handles over to me, I get mixed up about which 
string to pull for which direction and the kite nosedives into the ground. For now, 
I'm satisfied to fly the simple Delta with its sunny tail. 
My kite is free of rips so I unwind some of the string and, taking the grips 
in one hand, I hold the ribs firmly in the other and set off running from deep in 
the right field of the deserted baseball diamond. Dad heads slightly uphill in 
the direction of the basketball courts, while I run towards the home plate. My 
high-top sneakers crunch the short, dead grass as I gain momentum, and when I 
hit second base and the tightly-packed dirt of the infield, I let go of the kite and 
circle around towards the outfield again. My dad is a tiny figure on the other side 
of the park, his kite already swooping and diving high up in the air. I run as fast 
as I can, letting the string unwind little by little from the plastic grips. I can feel 
it tugging as it catches wind, and when more than twenty feet of string separates 
my kite from the ground I slow down and turn to check its trajectory. 
Perhaps our entire lives are filled with moments of awareness. Perhaps we are 
constantly falling asleep at the wheel and having to wake ourselves up to realize 
that we are still alive, still driving down a straightaway. Recently I fell asleep for 
a few days, thoughtlessly going about my routine of classes and meals and eve­
nings spent on a sofa. Then one afternoon, I woke up again. I was driving along 
a country road with three of my friends when we saw a field covered with birds; 
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its corn had already been harvested and the ground was black with crows picking 
at the remaining husks. 
Elizabeth, who was driving, stopped the car and Abbey and I—the two closest 
to the field—threw ourselves out and ran towards the flock, waving our arms and 
yelling. We hadn't gotten very far when the birds thundered up into the air all at 
once, flying over our heads and out of sight. The rush of wings drowned out the 
noise of the road and my uneven breathing, and all I could see were black bodies 
rushing past my head with bits of blue sky in between them. 
Abbey and I stood, wide-eyed, until the birds were gone, and then we picked 
our way back across the uneven ground to the car where the others were, our 
breath coming quickly and our eyes alight with the thrill of what we had seen. I 
felt sorry for the two in the car who hadn't run with us, who had sat and watched 
as we chased down a whole field of birds. When I got to the car, though, I found 
their faces filled with as much happiness as mine. 
"That was unbelievable! It looked like you were running on top of those 
birds, then they all flew up and we couldn't see you anymore; you disappeared 
in the middle of them!" I realized, then, that the unexpectedness of those birds, 
the suddenness of them rising all at once and disappearing with a great clapping 
of wings, wasn't any less amazing to watch than to run into the middle of. We 
drove away from that field and I looked out the window, smiling, once again 
aware of myself, and the flight of birds, and October. 
The wind is strong, pulling my kite towards the trees, so I walk slowly back 
towards my dad. A kite-flying veteran of more than three years, I know enough 
not to go near the trees. I've lost kites before and am fully aware of the magnetic 
power of those bare branches and the stubbornness with which they cling to any 
unsuspecting child's kite. I imagine the weathered ribs and shreds of fabric, the 
remains of last fall's catch, still hanging from the uppermost branches like skel­
eton trophies on display. I shiver, not from the wind but from the chilling thought 
of the malicious war that exists between children and trees, and quicken my pace 
towards my dad. 
When we meet, again near the outer edge of right field, Dad smiles at me and 
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with his free hand he pulls his green windbreaker closer around him. Neither 
of us says anything for a few minutes and I know that he's thinking of a story. 
He's always telling stories and jokes, answering my constant questions with long 
explanations when he knows the answers and making up funny details when he 
doesn't. 
"Have you ever heard of Icharus?" 
I shake my head and he's off again, taking us both into ancient mythology 
with his story of a boy and his father and two pairs of waxen wings. He describes 
the dream of flight and the carelessness of a boy circling too close to the sun, and 
I am spellbound, fascinated by this world of gods and goddesses, iron jail cells, 
and spiteful elemental forces. 
The story ends and we stand in silence again, as if the shadow of Icharus 
still hangs in the air and we are waiting for it to drop. The insistent tugging of 
the strings in my hands brings me back to reality, back to the crisp wind and the 
naked branches and the dry ground. I realize that this afternoon is important, 
that I will always remember the story of Icharus and the way that my dad told it, 
standing on dead grass and watching his kite shiver and dive high up in the cloud­
less October sky. I know that I will keep getting older, that these blue afternoons 
won't last for as long as I want them to. 
I look at my fingernails. They are turning purple, the kite's strings cutting off 
the circulation to my fingers, so I slowly wind the string back up and let my kite 
settle to the ground like a bright red leaf. Dad is doing the same with his, and we 
bundle our kites into their respective bags and walk home in the last remaining 
minutes of daylight. 
Now, years later, I can still remember how my kite pulled in the October wind, 
and a vague impression of that particular afternoon always drifts around my 
head during this time of the year. I will walk down the street and smell the same 
smoky air; I will hear the same dead grass crunching underneath my feet; I will 
pass underneath a row of trees and look up at them, and for a second I might see 
a flash of red—is it a kite?—in their branches. 
I remember that day, not because of anything spectacular that happened but 
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because it was a series of small happinesses: being with my dad, going to the 
park, flying kites, a clear October afternoon. I understood then, in fifth grade, 
that there are times when I will wake up to find everything around me spinning, 
swooping like a kite and entirely alive of its own accord. These moments of 
awareness will, I hope, imprint themselves on my memory and will wake me up 
whenever I start to nod off again. 
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My First Poem to You, Which I Hope to Read to You, When 
We Are Further Along Into Whatever It Is This Is/Elizabeth 
Boltz 
I thought of this title first, 
While I was brushing my teeth, 
But not the poem that must follow it. 
There is danger in calling it number one. 
If I hate it, 
Must number two admit 
That it is, indeed, the second? 
I must do well. 
I don't want to be a disappointment. 
See -
Right now, you don't know me 
Well enough 
To know my weaknesses concerning poetry. 
One: I love it. 
Two: I cannot write it. 
I always try again, 
Hoping that every once in a while, 
Something good will come through. 
What do I want to say? 
What do I want to say? 
Let me clear my throat: 
This is my poem, number one, and I like you. 
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Roadside GraveyardJ John Bundick 
Three stones and a stump, 
Three stones and a stump, 
I wonder what lies under 
These three stones, 
These three stories, 
A family? 
Dire enemies? 
Tragic victims of a farming 
Accident? 
Corn grows all around, 
Cars pass daily, 
Grass grows greener and greener, 
Ants live in the stump 
But no breath escapes your lips. 
You only have that eternal 
Calcified smile, come heaven's 
Love or hell's rejection. 
The only life in you, 
Worms. 
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Directions on How to Squeeze Vanity From a Tube/Marc 
Belcastro 
Remember: Vanity is always about adding something unnecessarily. 
Be liberal. Be copious. 
Warning: Contents may be toxic to character. This product is safe for use if 
all you care about is your body. 
First, extract an amount for a given event, theme, or circumstance. 
Spread evenly. This will assure your being seen. 
Next, use in conjunction with other vain products. Such will guarantee 
heads turning because of these ingredients: 
A shallowness extract adding a soothing fragrance 
A neuro-represent to lower some brain functions 
A self-interest root to firm up the heart and skin 
Now, allow body and mind to absorb the potency of being vain. 
This will ensure long-lasting effects. 
Finally, for an improved sense of vanity, and vitality, 
ingest product three times daily. 




All that you need to be and stay vain. 
Tips: Carry your vanity with you. Reapply upon arriving at your respective oc­
casion. Frequent use will encourage a pervasive locale of this product in and on 
your body. 
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Making Dinner/Laurie Susen 
I used to stand 
beside you 
in the corner by the kitchen sink 
and listen to the cool rip 
and dig 
of potato eyes 
pocked and discarded 
from the night's meal 
of boiled potatoes 
snapped green beans 
and some meat 
I'd probably refuse to eat. 
The fluorescent light above the sink 
always needed a narrow nudge 
and then we'd wait for the 
flick, flick, flick of the blinking bulb 
to hum a steady sterile blue serum 
over our faces and hands and potatoes. 
It was there we used to talk 
after you were home from work 
and I loved the nights when 
we'd both have things to say. 
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OctubrdJuan Ramon Jimenez 
Estaba echado yo en la tierra, enfrente 
del infinito campo de Castilla, 
que el otono envolvfa en la amarilla 
dulzura de su claro sol poniente. 
Lento, el arado, paralelamente 
abria el haza oscura, y la sencilla 
mano abierta dejaba la semilla 
en su entrana partida honradamente. 
Pense arrancarme el corazon, y echarlo, 
pleno de su sentir alto y profundo, 
al ancho surco del terruno tierno; 
a ver si con romperlo y con sembrarlo 
la primavera le mostraba al mundo 
el arbol puro del amor eterno. 
Sonetos espirituales, 1915 
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Translation of Octubre/Lana Gottschalk 
I threw myself down upon 
The vast Castilian countryside, 
As Autumn swathed the sky 
In yellow tones of the setting sun. 
With parallel lines, the plow slowly 
Harrowed the dark turf, and one 
Simple hand lay the seed down 
In the shredded womb, shamelessly. 
I thought of digging out my heart and hurling it away 
With all of its emotions, my own soul betrayed, 
Into the wide furrow in this tender, empty space, 
To see with the breaking and sowing of this place 
If Spring would reveal to all of the world 
The flawless tree of eternal love, unfurled. 
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The Distance Between Corners/Chris Salzman 
Picasso created her 
In a dream of diagonally-faced girls. 
Red-shirted women who sing recitatives and arias 
to Bosendorfer grand pianos in collegiate recital halls. 
He saw her left eyebrow start in her hair, 
and creep southeast into a ridiculously straight nose, 
that pointed-slightly-to the right. 
He saw her mouth descend from her left nostril, 
continuing, increasingly, to the right side of her chin. 
He heard her song of descent too. 
A song that started up above the clouds 
and fell resolutely to earth, fell calmly to the ground. 
Picasso created slant-eyed girls with faces on angles, 
and angels in their voices. 
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Palm Sway/Nick Kesler 
Nick Kesler Parnassus Literary Journal 85 
This Just to Say to My Roommate DavidIPeter Dull 
(Modeled after William Carlos Williams's "This Just to Say") 
I have disposed 
Of apples 
That were in 
The icebox 
And which 
You were probably 
Never 
Going to eat 
Forgive me 
They were shriveled 
And sad 
And so brown. 
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Reeling Memories/£Wc Moore 
The quiet hum of the trolling motor was the only thing that broke the silence. 
The water was bitter, dark, foreboding around the boat. As I sat at the stern, try­
ing to massage the cold out of my numb hands, grandpa began unpacking the 
tackle. That was routine. First, he would bring out the two St. Croix's; I had never 
seen him with a different rod in his hands and I am sure he would see it as some 
sort of betrayal to fish with anything different. I always liked to watch as his old, 
dry hands moved with such grace through the lining of the pole... loosening the 
drag, pulling the line through loophole after loophole. I was still clumsy at it. He 
would laugh merrily, as he always did when I dropped the line just before the end 
and it fell all the way back to the start. That time, he did it for me ahead of time, 
rigging it with line and leader. He handed it to me with a twinkle in his eyes. 
"Fine morning!" Grandpa's voice penetrated my earmuffs. I looked around at 
the thick cloud cover and tucked my frozen fingers under my arms for heat. 
"Yeah..." I attempted, "beautiful." I looked at him, his smile clearly evident 
even beneath the thick beard he wore against the northern Michigan wind. He 
was loving this. 
I guess it was in his blood. At least that's what mom said that morning in her 
bathrobe, cup of coffee billowing steam. She was standing in my bedroom door­
way, waking me up for the third time in fifteen minutes, insisting that I hurry on. 
My eyes half open and my mind half closed barely took in the numbers glowing 
from my digital clock: 6:13... ugh. 
When Mom finally succeeded in prying me from the warmth of my bed, I 
followed the smell of pancakes on the griddle into the kitchen, bumping into the 
walls on the way. 
I flopped down in a chair at the table and mom came over, setting a large pile 
of pancakes in front of me. "You know, not many sixteen year old boys get the 
opportunity that you do to go fishing with your grandfather. A lot of boys your 
age would love to do that." I grunted some sort of noise that could serve to ac­
knowledge that her voice had, indeed, bourn into my brain. "He might not live for 
much longer, James. You need to spend time with him while you still can." There 
wasn't much emotion in her voice as she set a plate before me; we had had that 
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conversation several times before. 
Grandpa was dying of cancer. Dying, I had found, is a loose term. He had 
been "dying" for going on six years and had yet to be slowed down. Every morn­
ing, without fail he was out on Lake Bellevista, seeking out the fish that he had 
not yet caught. Most of the time, I thought the doctors were just quacks to think 
that a man so full of vitality could be "dying." Anyway, it made a convenient ex­
cuse for mom to send me out to fish with him and visit him on random Saturdays 
instead of sleeping in or playing videogames. 
Mom looked at my drooping face, threatening to plunge any moment onto 
my half-eaten stack of pancakes. Mom just laughed at me. "You do like fishing, 
James, don't you?" 
I thought about the bitter air, the hard sky, the snags, the broken lines, the 
inevitable hooking of myself at least once, all with the goal of bringing in a slimy 
fish, mouth gaping open and closed and thrashing, splattering blood while I try to 
removed my hook from its interior... "Yeah," I said. "Lovely." 
"Good," she said, patting my leg, apparently satisfied. "It's in your blood too, 
you know." I knew. "Your great-grandfather and his brothers were fisherman. 
They supplied a great deal of the food for Ashenberg during the depression, held 
up a lot of families. Some people around here still talk about them - their being 
the best fisherman ever known to fish in Michigan." 
"Mmhmm..." Great, I thought, I am 12.5% professional fisherman, compli­
ments of great-great-grandpa Hughes. 
Finishing my pancakes, I sluggishly removed myself from the table and 
shuffled over to the fridge. Peering in, I found and drank some orange juice from 
the carton to mom's objection before going out through the garage to trek the 
four miles to Grandpa's old farm house. As I drew near, he was all ready to go 
and was sipping coffee on the porch with the look of anticipation he always wore 
when taking me fishing. "Today is it!" He called to me, while I was still some 
twenty yards away, his voice carrying well on the chill air across the sleeping 
neighborhood, "Today you are going to get your first big pike!" That prophecy 
too, was routine. Something in the way he held his smile, though, told me that he 
really expected something special to happen that day. 
Now, midway out into the lake, my hands were turning a slight shade of blue 
as I thought longingly of my toasty bed. Grandpa handed me the old Fenwick 
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tackle box, which when opened, gave forth an earthy, wormy smell. As he handed 
it over, you would have thought it contained the crown jewels from the way he 
held it. I lifted the lid, and nearly grabbed my normal red and white spoon, when 
Grandpa chimed in over the din of the motor. 
"Hold on there, James, look at the surface of the water." I looked. The normal­
ly-clear water was black and still as pavement ice in the low-light morning. "We 
are going to fish the shallows, first, about four to five feet of water. With these 
conditions, what do you think would be best?" 
I had no idea, "Umm... a crank bait?" 
He chuckled a little, "Naw, too shallow for that. Not a bad thing to use for 
pike in the deeper water though. When the water is still like this, in the fall I like 
to throw a top water lure out there and work it real slow. Grab the old hula popper 
out of the box; we'll see how that does today." 
I dug around until I found the lure that he wanted me to use and clipped it 
on to my steel leader. He had told me these things before, of course, but like so 
many other things, I had forgotten his lessons in fishing nearly as quickly as I 
learned them. Finally, we slowed and Grandpa pointed out the area in which we 
would have the best luck by his figuring. He let me get a head start while he tied 
on his leader and contemplated with religious sincerity which lure to use himself. 
He looked from sky to water to tackle box and finally settled on a homemade 
spinner, a little tail of red fur covering over the hooks. 
His cast was smooth, elegant, precise. Everything that mine was not. My awk­
ward toss made it look like I was trying to throw the pole across the water, with 
its handle glued to my hands. On his third cast, Grandpa brought in a nice pike 
as if it were no more than an overactive sunfish. By the time I neared my twenti­
eth cast without result, I was beginning to lose interest. I didn't bother asking to 
switch lures with Grandpa because I knew from experience that he would simply 
take the one I was using and catch the fish of the day while I was stuck casting 
his former lure catching nothing but stray weeds. 
I could never understand it how he could cast the same lure in much the same 
spot and catch the fish that managed to elude my persuasion. Sometimes I liked 
to take a little break and watch him; his focus, his oneness with nature. Once in 
a while, for brief moments I would see the pattern; feel the rhythm deep in my 
bones. By the time I went to mimic it, however, the moment had passed and I 
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was back to chucking my hand-glued rod. When we got too close to shore, I was 
petrified that one of my friends will somehow be out there and see me with my 
ridiculous lob. I would never live it down. 
Every now and then, Grandpa threw me advice over his shoulder: "Slow 
down that retrieve the fish are sluggish in these water temperatures." Or, "Twitch, 
twitch... nice and steady now, right over that hole." 
I saw the bluegill trailing my lure, long before it hit. It looked at my lure, 
nearly a third of its size for half the retrieve before apparently deciding it was 
good enough to eat and opened its mouth as wide as it could, managing to get 
just enough of the lure in to actually hook on. I nearly laughed aloud. I went to 
bring it in, yanking it along to get it in quickly when from out of an unseen hole, 
a flash of silver struck in an instant. All I knew was that my drag was screaming, 
line was being torn off my reel, and my bluegill was nowhere to be seen. Grandpa 
reeled his line in, in a flash and began whooping. I think it was then, at the sound 
of his excited voice that I realized what was going on. My mind thawed just 
enough and my hands began to move. I began pulling and reeling, while Grandpa 
barked corrections to prevent me from losing the pike. The massive fish ran out 
to the deeper water almost immediately, diving down into the depths. Grandpa 
urged me to keep the rod high, the line taught, and at the same time not to "horse 
him." I was struggling. Twice I accidentally let the rod tip too low and only by 
dumb luck managed to keep him on the hook. He surfaced, once, about twenty-
five yards out, his silver scales seeming to shimmer despite the lack of sun. The 
old St. Croix strained, bent nearly double under the force of the pike's pull. Once, 
the line nearly fell into the prop of the motor, which Grandpa shut off with a 
nervous laugh. 
The transition happened over the course of a moment or two. Grandpa was 
fidgeting and giving orders, and then gradually he became quiet, sat down and 
smiled pridefully at me. I had seated the butt of the rod just above my belt, and 
had a firm hold on the cork shaft, tip held high and angled opposite to the fish's 
tug. My reeling was steady, smooth, determined. Time and time again I pulled 
the great pike skillfully away from log jamb and weed bed, preventing him from 
tangling my line. Until finally, spent, he surfaced and came in, turning back in 
half-hearted attempts for freedom once or twice more. Grandpa took the net as 
the fish neared the boat and swiftly pulled it around him. 
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I sat down at the stern, my arms exhausted from the struggle with the beast. 
Grandpa waited patiently for reality to set in as I stared down at the forty-two-
inch pike lying before me. His hideous eyes staring at me and his toothy mouth 
gaping, still enveloping the hula popper that had come unexpectedly with his 
bluegill breakfast. Grandpa dug out the long-nose pliers from the tackle box and 
handed them to me. I reached them in, as I had seen Grandpa do so many times 
and extracted the hooks, set firmly in the bottom lip of the beautiful northern 
pike. With great effort, I hefted it up and held it in one hand like I had seen other 
fishermen do, my face showing the strain of its weight. Grandpa gave a deep bar­
rel laugh and I laughed too, my small laughter much higher and quieter than his. 
In that moment, I understood something that I never before had. I saw him not 
as my mother's father, but something more: as my Grandpa. I sat down by him 
and we talked about the battle with the fish for a long time. He laughed when I 
got to the part at which I felt the transition. I told him about how suddenly, the 
rhythm seemed to pump with my heartbeats and how rapidly everything I had 
been taught, and a lot that I hadn't been taught, came to me. How a feeling of 
determination and confidence overcame me as I engaged in the war with the beast 
at the end of my line. He nodded knowingly, beaming at me with pride. Eventu­
ally, I realized I was still holding onto the beaten fish, and we laughed as we set 
him in the livewell. I looked at Grandpa and saw the light in his eyes that I now 
understood to mean he was itching to get his line back out in the water, and I am 
sure that from the way his lopsided grin flashed at me from behind his beard, he 
saw the same light in my eyes. 
We got back late that evening, having stopped for a while at the bait shop to 
brag and hoist my pike up for pictures. So many people came by to gasp at my 
fish in jealousy and admiration that my arm was quite sore from holding him up 
on the stringer before we finally got into Grandpa's old, rusty, pickup that rattled 
along on the road back to my house. As I got out of the truck, I turned and smiled 
at Grandpa. A strange twinkle was in his eyes. He went into the ice box and 
pulled out the fish we had caught, my first pike was far and away the largest. We 
each took an end of the stringer and hefted it inside. While mom rocked by the 
fire, we snuck down into the basement and on the tool counter, we layed news­
papers from the recycle bin and he showed me how to fillet and clean the pike, 
slowly, smoothly sliding the blade from the gills down the spine to the caudal 
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fin. Mom heard us working and talking and stuck her head through the basement 
door. Her voice echoed on the walls. "Catch anything?" Grandpa's deep barrel 
laugh was our only reply. 
When Grandpa died from cancer the following fall, we buried him here in 
a small cemetery by the lake. I often visit him here as the sun is rising in the 
morning, lifting wisps of fog off the chill, early water; I sit down by the lake's 
edge and remember that day. That day when he taught me more than fishing or 
how to fillet a pike, the day when he taught me what it meant to live, to love, to 
be a man. Today, as I get up to leave, I take a moment to stare down at the letters 
etched in his grey, granite stone, "...he leads me beside quiet waters." At the foot 
of the stone, I lay a beaten hula popper in the dewy grass and whisper my good­
bye to him in the still, morning air. 
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Breaking but Hoping/Erik Kielisch 
I quickly turned away before they saw the repulsion on my face. Running my 
hands through my hair, I subtly wiped the tears away. I had forgotten how many 
people had passed by since the screening day opened. I didn't really want to 
know. It was too much to see the living history of man's brutality parade past me 
as they sought medical help. This was not the mission field I had imagined. 
I maintained my post along the line and made sure there was some semblance 
of order as mothers, children and young and old men stood in the vicious African 
sun, hoping that they could be treated. 
I felt him near before I saw him, and with a dread, I turned around. 
A young African man stood before me. With his only working hand, he pointed 
to his mouth and left hand, I knew what he wanted. Everyone there wanted the 
same thing - help. 
Oh God! I'm not a doctor! I'm a 20-year-old kid thousands of miles from 
home who has no idea how to comfort and help those who have suffered through 
what I could only imagine. 
I made a show of examining his wounds, but I didn't know what I could say 
to him, not that he would even understand me anyway. During the civil war he 
had been shot through his face and left hand. They had healed horribly and had 
disfigured him. His left hand lay folded in on itself as if a hinge lay from his 
wrist to the space between his middle and ring finger. It was pink and enflamed. 
His cheek was shrunken where the bullet had entered and looked ready to im­
plode his whole face. I turned away and gestured down the line to the doctors. I 
knew they couldn't help him, but he wouldn't believe me if I told him. None of 
them did. Only the doctor's gentle and regretful refusal could crush their hopes 
so completely. 
Trash blew about by my feet, and I wondered for the hundredth time that day 
why I was out there, in Freetown, Sierra Leone, helping Mercy Ships screen for 
potential patients. 
I admired what they were doing, but I felt a wave of sadness envelop me 
nonetheless. The Mercy Ship Anastasis, of which I was one of the crew, had just 
arrived on the tail end of Sierra Leone's savage ten-year civil war. The ship's 
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primary outreach is medical, and the ship's nurses and doctors were trying to sift 
through the abundant hopefuls for the ones on whom they could operate. They 
mended cleft palettes, removed tumors, goiters, keloids, cataracts and performed 
numerous other operations. I knew nothing of medicine so the other ship carpen­
ters and I volunteered to maintain security along the line. 
Turning away from the entrance, I walked down the line past the desperate 
people. I tried not to meet their naked gaze. Desperation lay deep behind their 
eyes, but a fleeting hopefulness skated over the surface. 
Goiters as large as grapefruit hung down from women's necks, and the tumors, 
oh God, the tumors! Their faces looked more like misshapen balloons than faces. 
The tumors pushed the nose out of proportion and forced the eyes to flee to other 
parts of the face to make room. They would be helped if they passed the tests. 
Test one - is the tumor serious? Test two - did we catch it in time to stop it? 
Test three - does the hopeful have AIDS? Two "yesses" didn't cancel out that 
final "yes." "Sorry," the doctors would say, "we want to operate, but we can't." 
Cruel? No, it's just the way it is. The ship can't risk endangering the crew and 
other patients. Besides, how long will they really last, anyway? This is Western 
Africa. Oh, God! What a way to think! 
Looking behind me I saw the people leave the testing stations and branch out 
into two lines. The accepted ones went to nurse's section where they received 
their appointment time. The other line led to the prayer stations where the reject­
ed ones were prayed over by volunteers from the ship and their local translators. 
I turned back around to see a young girl standing before me with her mother 
behind, her hands on her daughter's shoulders. 
Please don't ask anything of me, I thought desperately. 
The mother, black as tar, pointed to the jagged scar on her daughter's fore­
head. I didn't know what she wanted so a translator came over and explained 
that, during the civil war, rebels had come to their village and had attacked the 
children. They had tried to force them to carry water. They refused, and out of 
anger, a rebel hacked the girl in the head with his machete. 
I looked at the young child and tried to justify my childhood's bad memories, 
but my petty trials couldn't stand in the same light as this girl's suffering. 
I motioned to a nearby nurse, and she came over, took one look at the girl and 
told the mother that nothing could be done. It was essentially a cosmetic prob-
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lem, and she explained that they would have to make a scar to lessen the scar. 
There was no point. 
The mother thanked the nurse and walked away with her daughter. 
I watched them go and turned back to the stagnant crowd. Some had traveled 
from neighboring countries, through dangerous, rebel-held territory, to be here. 
I looked up at the sun. It was not yet noon, and already the humidity suffocated 
me. 
I heard a cry at the entrance, and I looked over to see some nurses consoling 
a woman with a goiter. All the surgery slots were full. She had simply arrived 
too late to get in, yet she continued to stand in line, fervently praying to God with 
tear-stained cheeks and arms lifted high. 
Turning away, I felt my heart breaking. I desperately wanted to help, but it 
was impossible. 
I was helpless to do anything but watch and pray for the people in the line. 
Others with war wounds came and showed me the scars from where the rebels 
tried to hack off a limb, but didn't cut all the way through, leaving a ragged scar 
in its stead. 
Each scar, each tumor, each desperate case shredded my emotions and left me 
equally raw and torn. All I wanted to do was crawl into a hole and hide - away 
from all the hurt. 
Pulling myself up from the sludge of melancholy, I forced myself to realize 
that, for others, this day was one of joy and hope. Mothers finally found help to 
mend their baby's cleft lip. Children with tumors were slotted for surgery. Old 
men and women were signed up for eye surgeries - giving them the hope of sight 
again. Anxious fathers became overjoyed when their sons' clubbed feet were ap­
proved for surgery. It was a day of rejoicing for many, but sorrow lingered at the 
gates for those rejected. 
Finally, the sun started breaking and falling to the horizon. The screening day 
was over at last. 
On my way to the Land Rover, I focused on the hundreds who were helped. 
The help we gave was minimal in comparison to the overwhelming need, but I 
found joy in the few we were able to help. Who knows what will come out of the 
good we were able to do that day? 
I looked out of the window of the Rover as we passed the dispersing crowd. A 
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young boy with a cleft lip looked over, and his bearded father grinned broadly at 




Growing Thicker Skins/fW<?r Dull 
I remember once reading an article about a shelter for homosexuals with 
AIDS. The men with the virus lived in one woman's home. She cared for them— 
feeding them, helping them dress, and preparing their endless "cocktails." Every 
man in this house would die from a disease he contracted by having sex with 
other men—perceived by wider society as almost untouchable. Still, the woman 
welcomed the sight of these gaunt and pitiful humans. With respect and dignity, 
she helped ease their slow death. The woman was a Christian. 
I remember once reading an article about how some Christians refused to help 
support AIDS research. They cited a verse from Romans in which St. Paul writes 
that "...they (homosexuals) suffered the due penalty in their bodies." It was quite 
apparent to those Christians that any effort to alleviate the "penalty" (obviously 
AIDS) would be unscriptural. Therefore—no AIDS research. 
A dichotomy is defined as being "a division into two parts, groups, or classes, 
especially when these are sharply distinguished or opposed." There is a di­
chotomy between the two memories I shared above. On the surface, it appears 
to be simply a matter of the treatment of a minority through the filter of personal 
conviction. The first party is convinced that God would have her love these men 
in spite of what they have done. The second party believes God would have these 
men punished for what they have done. A deeper dichotomy lies below these 
outward manifestations. It has to do with each believer's perception of God and 
honesty to oneself about just how sinful he or she really is. 
I have no doubt that if you asked any of the Christians opposed to AIDS 
research if they thought that God is a God of love, they would respond with a de­
finitive "yes." So would the caregiver in the first example. For the one party, God 
is a God of "tough love." Sins have penalties, and penalties must be dealt if God's 
justice is to be satisfied. They (for the most part) don't deny that God is will­
ing to forgive these men their sin and restore them to a "right relationship" with 
Him, but the fact remains the same: you get what you deserve. Or do you? The 
caregiver seems to believe that, in spite of their "punishment," these men are still 
fully human and have the same need of every other suffering and dying human 
for love and nurturing treatment. Her belief is based in the forgiving and healing 
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nature of God's love. Maybe she remembers Isaiah's words about the Messiah 
when he wrote, "A bruised reed He will not break, and smoking flax He will not 
quench." The men of her house are no doubt bruised. The needles of hundreds of 
injections of drugs of all kinds would discolor their skin. The illnesses they bear 
in their bodies would weaken blood vessels to the point of rupture—black and 
blue spreading like a quilt over the epidermis. 
What color do you suppose spiritual bruising would take on? I think it would 
often be bright red—a reflection of the anger that many damaged spirits have. 
Under this skin, our souls are covered with the pock marks of sustained exposure 
to the deadly effects of sin. The burning pain of our failure to live up to perfec­
tion is only salved by the Great Physician's cooling touch. Still—our cover is 
thin. We are easily pricked, easily roused at the suggestion—the memory—of our 
own unworthiness. Perhaps this is why some of our brothers and sisters react so 
strongly to homosexual AIDS victims. The blatant and disturbing sight of their 
"penalty" serves as an inescapable reminder of our own deserved punishment. 
So we hide our sensitivity under a cloud of angry "righteousness." We extend our 
belief in God's justice only so far as to keep ourselves out of its burning, purging 
touch. Once I read about a self-identified Christian who gave money for the care 
of AIDS patients on the condition that it not be used for homosexuals. If we were 
honest, we would admit that we are all walking corpses without the merciful new 
spiritual life we are given by God. The unnamed woman (my memory can't recall 
that specific detail) has realized what St. Paul met in 2 Corinthians 5 when he 
wrote that God was "...in Christ reconciling the world to Himself, not imputing 
their trespasses to them, and has committed to us the word of reconciliation." It is 
easy to make a dichotomy between grace and truth, mercy and judgment, loving 
the sinner and hating the sin. Our job as Christians is to reconcile these beliefs 
to each other. For that reason, we should be growing thicker skins, becoming 
insensitive to the pride that causes us to hate others because of what they remind 
us of in ourselves. We should be grafting ourselves into the full and dual nature 
of God. 
"...Mercy triumphs over judgment." 
James 2:13b 
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Getting the Sentence Right: An Interview with John Biguenet 
Novelist and short story writer John Biguenet visited Taylor s campus for two 
days during the spring, 2004 semester. After two classroom visits, a presentation 
to faculty, and a public reading, Mr. Biguenet sat down with senior English/writ­
ing major Bill Green and Parnassus Faculty Advisor Thorn Satterlee. The follow­
ing is an edited transcript of their ninety-minute conversation held in Professot 
Satterlee '5 office. 
Satterlee - John, you've said elsewhere that you believe contemporary fiction is 
in a state of crisis. Would you elaborate? 
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Biguenet - Well, it's not a crisis that many people are paying attention to. But if 
you look at the change in the status of fiction over the last decade or so, there are 
some very troubling signs. For example, the major division in the table of con­
tents of The New York Times Book Review between "Fiction" and "Nonfiction" 
suggests the former prestige of novels and short stories. But in the last decade, 
the NYTBR has moved from reviewing as many works of fiction as nonfiction to 
the current proportion of fifteen to twenty nonfiction books for every four or five 
novels or story collections reviewed. And for most of that time, the traditional 
division has been turned on its head, with "Nonfiction" at the top of the table of 
contents and the diminished "Fiction" list trailing after it. 
Look, too, at the decreasing number of markets for short fiction. Even as late as 
1999, Esquire was publishing eighteen stories a year, twelve short fictions, and 
at least another six longer stories per year, including a summer reading issue that 
had three stories in it, so perhaps twenty stories, actually. Today, it's publishing, 
as far as I can tell, fewer than six a year—two-thirds fewer stories just five years 
ago. Harper's, too, has decreased the number of stories published, and that major 
market for short fiction, Story, has folded in the last five years. And if you com­
pare the celebrity that major fiction writers had until recently with the very small 
place that is reserved for them today, we can see that our culture is turning away 
from fiction as a significant means of talking about the world. 
S -1 assume that the decline in the market for fiction is a clue that there's a crisis, 
but it's not the crisis itself. 
B - That's right; it's symptomatic. I think that the crisis is engendered by the 
same thing that happened to poetry in the 1970's. In the 1960's, much poetry 
that was published addressed larger social issues and had a much larger audi­
ence. There were still many poems about the individual, of course, but there was 
a mix of social concerns as well. During the '70's, however, poetry abandoned 
the social and increasingly fixed on the self as its major subject. That hasn't 
changed. Although we've never had as many poets writing as well at one time in 
our culture, I can't imagine a period when poetry played a less significant role in 
American life. 
What about fiction? Norman Mailer is still famous. But he's famous because of 
books he wrote in the '60's. Books such as The Armies of Night began to bring 
some very contemporary social questions into the gamut of fictional discourse. 
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But then the novel, and especially the short story, moved away from those con­
cerns. When we think about a short story in a widely distributed magazine today, 
we expect that its subject will be a relationship, probably a relationship going 
bad, and the person who feels most abused about that relationship is the one 
who's telling the story. That seems to me very similar to the poetry that appears 
in those same magazines. In the end, this kind of story is about the effect of the 
world on me. How did this event make me feel? And the event itself is typically 
a personal event, rather than a social or historical event. The American novel to­
day tends to embrace the same approach, with the family saga probably the most 
common form of the genre. And so the focus once again descends to the self. 
I think if you ask why society is paying less attention to poetry and fiction, and 
why these major magazines are publishing fewer and fewer stories, it's because 
our writers are not talking about the things that are most important to us as a 
culture. 
Green - I've heard people complain that we used to have a conversation between 
the writer and the public, but that we don't have this dialogue anymore. They'll 
cite someone like Longfellow as a poet whose writing was accessible. Earlier 
today, when you guest lectured in one of our literature classes, you mentioned 
that Mark Twain went on eighteen-month-long reading tours. But then I think of 
you and many other contemporary writers who go to bookstores to read or sign 
books. There are even writer's speeches aired on television now. It certainly 
seems as though writers are trying to carry on a conversation with their audience. 
B - Writers, like everybody else, work hard. And they work particularly hard at 
drawing the attention of readers to their work. I think it's a very healthy sign that 
writers and readers have a number of places—universities and bookstores, for 
example—where they can talk to each other and where readers can go beyond the 
text to ask questions about the choices fiction writers make. The problem is why, 
as a culture, we are turning our backs on that fiction. 
S - And how would you address that problem? 
B - It seems to me that as a writer I ought to be focused not on what readers are 
doing but on what I'm doing and what other writers are doing. It may be that the 
subjects we've chosen are in some ways responsible for the decline in the atten­
tion paid to fiction. 
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G - Yesterday you came into one of our workshops. It was pretty typical for 
what we do: we go in there, we discuss a class member's story, and then we give 
the story back to the writer with comments we've written down, our critiques. 
From what I understand, you're interested in revising the workshop. What would 
you say is wrong with the current model? 
B - It seems to me that the writing workshop's structure is symptomatic of a 
significant change that's occurred in the role of the teacher in the university. The 
workshop is a response to a changing set of expectations in college students. To 
find the origin of that change, I think we have to go back to World War II and the 
effect of the GI Bill, when returning soldiers entered classes and transformed the 
nature of colleges in the United States. Instead of a crop of eighteen year olds 
who had never been away from home, we had veterans in freshman classes who'd 
spent the last three years fighting their way across Europe or the Pacific. They 
were older—many were in their mid-twenties—deeply experienced in the ways 
of the world, not quite so ready to accept the authority of anybody else. If they 
had questioned their sergeants in foxholes, then certainly they wouldn't hesitate 
to question a professor in a classroom. So instead of the automatic authority that 
the professor had presumed in a class, a new relationship with the student was 
formed. 
S - But how did the workshop address this new relationship? 
B - As the authority of the professor was diminished, what was gained was a 
focus on learning rather than teaching. A student-centered classroom began to 
develop. Today's workshop is a primary example of that reorientation. Rather 
than having students face a single teacher behind a podium reading from his or 
her notes, there is a circle in which the professor fills one chair among many. 
It's an appropriate form for the way in which the world of higher education has 
changed. Now the professor is a participant in the discussion with, in some 
sense, junior colleagues, and among the fifteen or sixteen people in the room, 
meaning is established. More than that, the text under discussion is no longer a 
historical model; it's something created by a student who is in the classroom to 
hear the conversation. So the professor's authority has been transformed from the 
role of a lecturer to a role of a participant in a discussion. The student has moved 
from an observer of a master at work to a creator of the subject of the class's 
discussion. 
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While the shift of focus from teaching to learning seems to me a necessary 
transformation of modern education, I don't think we've begun to consider the 
perhaps negative consequences that come as a result of that change. My teachers 
had read literature for thirty years and told us what they had learned in that read­
ing, but my role today is less that of an experienced guide and much more that 
of a referee in a discussion among students about student work. I certainly try to 
introduce a context for the discussion, but I cannot offer an extended lecture on 
the students' work, no matter how useful the lecture might be. 
S - Does that seem accurate to you, Bill? Would it seem out of place to you if 
your workshop professor gave a ninety-minute lecture? 
G - I've never been in a workshop where we've had a lecture. That's just not how 
it's done. 
S - If the old-fashioned lecture is not a possibility, are there viable alternatives to 
the traditional model for creative writing workshops? 
B - Although valuable lessons are learned in the workshop setting, especially 
about anticipating a reader's expectations, and useful habits are fostered, such as 
bringing the same scrutiny to bear on one's own work as on the work of others, 
I think the real education in a workshop class occurs not in the classroom but 
in the individual conference offered in the teacher's office. In fact, an effective 
workshop is often actually two overlapping courses in that it's a weekly gather­
ing of students engaged in independent studies in creative writing under the same 
teacher. The economic structure of the university usually prevents counting 
independent studies as part of a teacher's load; the workshop is a strategy to make 
independent study economically feasible. 
Has anyone in the arts ever been educated by a committee? The oldest system is 
the alternative to workshops: a master passing down his or her experience to an 
apprentice. 
S - I'd like to take us back to the discussion of contemporary fiction. I was in 
Grand Rapids last week, at the Calvin College Faith and Writing Festival, and 
heard Bret Lott talk about what he sees missing in contemporary fiction. And he said 
that he thought God was absent in contemporary fiction. Do you think that's true? 
And if so, is there some urgency to have more representation of religion in fiction? 
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B - Well, I think that's really two different questions. I don't know that the no­
tion of God is absent. A person's worldview is shaped by belief or its absence; so 
a character's god (if he or she has one) is latent in the character. But I'm really 
struck about the absence of the depiction of religion and religious activity in 
contemporary American fiction. If American writers are depicting their own so­
ciety, then you'd expect to see many displays of religion—simply the practice of 
going to church, for example, even if the book has nothing to do with spirituality. 
Americans in very great numbers go to church, and they are very quick to speak 
publicly about their faith. Yet when we turn to our fiction, how often do we see 
religion represented? I suppose the one exception to this has been the tradition 
of Jewish-American fiction: there's no hesitancy to bring in the outward mani­
festations of Jewish life, whether it's the religious observances of a temple or the 
religious traditions in a home. But if you turn to most other American novelists, 
where is the church? Where is the temple? Where is the mosque? We don't 
often encounter depictions of religious observance. 
S - Maybe these writers aren't involved in a faith community, so religious life 
isn't on their radar screen. 
B - But they still have the obligation in realist fiction to depict the United States 
in 2004. Whatever judgment an individual makes about the validity of religion is 
irrelevant. I can decide for myself that the internal combustion engine is the most 
dangerous invention in history, but that doesn't mean I can leave automobiles out 
of my stories. And it's a fact of our lives that we do much of our shopping in 
malls (unless we live in cities), that we distribute our food in a certain way, that 
we watch television, that we listen to radios in cars. It doesn't make any differ­
ence whether I like radios in cars or not; that is part of contemporary America. 
S - Why do you suppose writers depict the cars, but not religion? 
B - We're speaking in such generalizations that it's going to be easy to name 
examples that contradict this. Ron Hansen, who wrote Mariette in Ecstasy, is a 
writer who certainly depicts religion as a significant aspect of the American char­
acter. And Mary Gordon is another example of a writer who, in some books at 
least, focuses on the religious aspects of American life. Earlier American fiction 
writers did so as well. Huck Finn talks about religion and slavery: he decides 
that if refusing to turn in a runaway slave means he's going to go to hell, well, 
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then he's going to go to hell. Mark Twain is an example of someone who knew 
religion is a central part of American life, and whatever his own feelings about it, 
he couldn't talk about America if he excluded religion. So, yes, there are excep­
tions to this, but in general it doesn't seem to me that when I read short stories 
in our major magazines or novels that I come across references to the practice of 
religion nearly as often as I encounter it in everyday life. 
G - In "Gregory's Fate" you integrate the church. Gregory wants to be around 
the girl he loves, so he goes to church with her and her family. When I read that, 
I saw it as a real-life element. It made sense for him to go to her church. 
B - That's the only story in my collection that's set in New Orleans, and New 
Orleans is thoroughly Catholic culturally, even if it's not thoroughly Catholic in 
a religious sense. Our major holiday, Mardi Gras, is a Catholic holiday, the day 
before the Lenten season begins. In fact, I was in New Orleans on Ash Wednes­
day this year having breakfast in a coffee shop. Nobody remarked on the fact 
that there was a smudge of ash on nearly everyone's forehead. 
G - You also use Alain's faith as part of his character in "The Torturer's Appren­
tice." 
B - Absolutely. The story turns on the fact that the apprentice is deeply faith­
ful to his religion, but the torturer has become a skeptic because of the ways in 
which he's seen religion exploited for gain. He hopes the boy will lead him back 
to God. In the end, of course, just the opposite happens. 
It's hard to talk about medieval Europe without talking about the Church, to 
imagine a medieval story in which religion doesn't come up in some sense. It 
would be like talking about the Middle Ages without making reference to feudal­
ism. 
S - In Alain you had a character whose faith was Catholic, one you're familiar 
with. Would you be reluctant to write a story with a character from a different 
faith? And what would you have to go on? 
B - I wonder how many fiction writers have had a chance to spend a few days 
with evangelical Christians—as I've had the last few days here at Taylor. With­
out such experience, what is their image of the born-again Christian? Or on 
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the other hand, how many Muslim writers have had a chance to spend a few 
days with a family of Jews from New York? How many Catholics have spent 
time with Lutherans from the Midwest? So if I want to write about, just strictly 
in terms of religion and not the other many kinds of division in our society, a 
character who's an evangelical Christian and I've never met one—I've never 
sat down, spent a couple days, had dinner, joked around with someone of that 
faith—what kind of a picture am I going to draw? 
S -1 suppose the same problem is there in writing any character who has ex­
periences you've never had. The imagination can only get so much right when 
you're guessing. 
B - Let's say you've grown up in a professional household, and then gone on to a 
university and taken a degree in creative writing. And you've never met people in 
construction trades. And so you think, "Well, electrician, plumber, carpenter—all 
the same." They're nothing like one another, of course. I did construction work 
for a while on a carpentry crew. What the carpenters did for lunch was sit on a 
pile of woodchips, eat their sandwiches, and amuse themselves by guessing the 
length of pieces of scrap lumber. "38 and 3/8 inches," one would assure the rest 
of the crew. "Oh, you're crazy, man," another would object, "that can't be more 
than 38 and a quarter." And because I was the youngest, I had to go measure it. 
They were seldom off by more than an eighth of an inch—even from fifteen feet 
away—because carpentry is all about measurement. Plumbing isn't. Plumbing 
is a totally different way of thinking about a house. And the electricians are just 
on another planet. I know that because I worked with them. If I didn't know that 
and I tried to write about those trades, I'd be wrong from the start. I wouldn't 
know the difference, for example, between swinging a hammer at a nail overhead 
and one head-on. I'd get that rhythm wrong, and everything else. 
G - So writers need to do as much research about the religion of their characters 
as about occupations? 
B - We're not embarrassed to ask questions about somebody's trade, but we're 
afraid to trample on each other's feelings when it comes to religion because it can 
have an enormous impact if we inadvertently offend the person. So we simply 
keep our mouths shut. I think the only way people get to know each other is to 
be willing to step on each other's toes a little bit until they find a balance that 
works. You've got to let the guy next door make a joke, let's say about Catho-
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lies, that you find just the slightest bit offensive, but you don't object because no 
doubt you're doing the same thing to him. You're saying something about born-
again Christians that you wouldn't guess would be offensive but that hurts his 
feelings. You go back and forth, and little by little you come to understand each 
other; you come to understand the boundaries of what really is going too far and 
what is acceptable in terms of joking with each other. And in the end, you come 
to understand his point of view, but even more, I think, your own point of view. 
How many of us—forget writers—how many Americans take the opportunity to 
get to know someone who's very different from them? And we're hesitant to do 
that because of the powerful penalties we've put in place for bruising someone 
else's sensibilities in even the slightest way. So we don't dare ask questions. 
And I think that's why we may be hesitant to say anything about religion, be­
cause we will be—I won't use the term "crucified" in this conversation—but we 
will certainly pay a heavy public price if we make a serious mistake. 
S - I'm reminded of something you said during your reading, John, your meta­
phor of the writer as someone who doesn't look out the window but instead looks 
into the mirror. There's a danger when writing becomes too insular, too focused 
on the self. And maybe we're coming to one of the reasons why contemporary 
writing, by and large, both poetry and fiction, has chosen this limit. Writers don t 
want to risk the potential penalty for making a mistake in representing experi­
ences they haven't had. We say, "I'm not going to write a story about an evan­
gelical Christian because I don't know one. I'm not going to write a story about a 
plumber because I only know carpentry." We're left with "write what you know 
or write what you can research and find easily. 
B — But, to be fair, you're in very dangerous territory when you move beyond the 
certain authority of the self. People will ask, "What right have you to tell that 
story, and why should I believe what you've said on that subject? And the story 
itself has got to carry all of its authority with it. For example, in The Torturer s 
Apprentice," it has to become clear at some point that the information I m pro­
viding about torture in the Middle Ages is accurate. So my authority about that 
subject matter has to be demonstrated in the course of the tale. 
G -1 think there's a part in that story, too, that fits with what you're saying. 
It's a part that's written with confidence, where you say Alain had a chance to 
tighten this instrument of torture, place this other one on a person, and you just 
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go through and name the different instruments he uses and where they've been 
placed. There's a brief, simple description of each instrument, but you go through 
and name so many of them with their technical names given and their specific 
uses. Right there you had my confidence. 
S - It seems, on the one hand, you have a burden in that story. You have to 
convince us of your authority. But it seems also that you have a great possibility 
for pleasure as a writer to learn these things. When you conceive of your role as 
a writer as widening from your experience and going into areas that you didn't 
experience—life in the Middle Ages in France—then the story you write has the 
potential to broaden you. The work, the research, can be its own reward. 
"The Vulgar Soul," a story about a lapsed Catholic who has the stigmata, would 
be another piece that must have required research. You grew up Catholic in a 
very Catholic area, but you had to do research for the sake of the story's author­
ity. You even mention articles in medical journals. 
B - Those are actual articles from medical journals. I did a great deal of research 
on the nature of the stigmata. Even the term "vulgar soul" came from my re­
search. When a Protestant develops the stigmata, church authorities usually clas­
sify the individual as merely "a vulgar soul." But you can see what the research 
did for me: it gave me my title and, in a certain sense, my subject. Obviously, the 
vulgar soul is the body, and that's what the whole story's about. Whether you be­
lieve in religion or not, human beings have been talking through the metaphors of 
religion about something that happens in life, and the stigmata is the most visible 
example of that, the most undeniable example. So let's say you don't believe in 
God, you don't believe in religion; that doesn't mean that what religious thinkers 
have been addressing is any more fantastical than what philosophers have said. 
Religion is an attempt to articulate part of our experience. So if it's not the soul, 
then it's the body that religious thinkers have been talking about. If religion is 
trying to grapple with a mystery like death, it's the death of the body that's the is­
sue for us, and religion's going to try to make some sense of that. But the lesson 
is the lesson of the body; that's where it springs. Research, in the end, draws me 
closer to the impulse for the story; it gives me a vocabulary and a set of images 
that enrich the story, like the torture devices you mentioned. 
G - Does the research change what happens in the story? If you had something in 
mind, and you find that can't happen or you find there's something better you can 
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use. 
B - Certainly. You've got to let the story go where it needs to go, and anytime I 
find myself forcing it back to where I wanted it to go, at that moment I know I've 
ruined it. I can either back up or just throw it away. 
S - You know when you're forcing it? 
B - You get a sense that you're putting words in a character's mouth that the 
character wouldn't say or forcing a choice the character wouldn't choose. The 
moment at which your characters scandalize you or shock you or you're scream­
ing at them, "No, don't do that! That's so stupid!" then you're on the right track. 
S - What is your writing process like? Besides following the story rather than 
forcing it, do you have any set habits? 
B - The one thing that's always true for me is that I get a sentence right—as 
right as I can make it—before I write the next sentence. So whether it's a short 
story or novel, I never move to the next sentence until I've got the first one as 
right as I can get it. 
S - Are you saying you write sentence by sentence by sentence? 
B - Yes, exactly. So I never know where a short story's going to end. I've got 
to get the first sentence right, and then I've got to get the second sentence right. 
And if I get to a point where I feel as if something's off—the text doesn't feel 
right or the voice—I start backing up sentence by sentence till I find the place 
where the water's still clear, basically, and then delete everything from that point 
on. So what that means is that each morning I have to read whatever I wrote the 
day before. 
S - So you don't do any pre-writing or plot drafting or anything like that? You 
start with a sentence and then before you know it you're a hundred sentences 
into it, and you go back and see, well, sentence 85 is wrong... 
B - Then pick up there. It's almost like putting stepping stones one after another. 
S - You know, the process of writing that you're describing is just the kind of 
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process that many English composition teachers try to discourage in their fresh­
men writers. I've said it to students myself, "Don't try to get everything right at 
once. Don't worry about your grammar or sentence structure or spelling. Do a 
freewrite. Write fast for twenty minutes, and then you'll get an idea. Then work 
with that idea. Worry about the fine points later." 
B  -1 think what we teach in expository writing makes sense for nonfiction. If I'm 
trying to describe some process that has three or four steps to it, it makes sense 
to sketch it out for myself. But a narrative is not about that sort of sequencing of 
information. When I talk about composing with my students, I suggest to them 
that the plot is a sequence of scenes depicting a conflict and possibly its resolu­
tion. They tend to skip over the sequencing and go right to the scene. But that 
sequence, the order in which the scenes are going to appear, is of utterly critical 
importance. And so as I'm working sentence by sentence, I think I'm actually 
developing a sequence that is in some sense organic to the language that's depict­
ing it. 
S - The logic comes out of the language rather than, as in an expository essay, 
the requirements of an argument. 
B  - 1  know as a reader I'm becoming a slower and slower reader of fiction and a 
faster and faster reader of nonfiction. And it's because I'm reading fiction sen­
tence by sentence since that's where the truth of the story lies—in the sentence. 
If the sentence is false, so is everything else. 
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with all the talents he has been given. 
Phil Soen ('06) loves to read, write, and plot his evil scheme to conquer the known world. "No," 
he says, "I'm just kidding. I really don't know how to read." 
Laurie Susen ('05) is a senior English Writing major who does, in fact, tend to talk about herself 
in the third person. However, the habit is usually reserved for situations in which she requires repri­
manding, such as now, when she cannot muster anything of clout to say about herself. She likes 
poetry. She sometimes can write it. She hopes you enjoy her poems. 


